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As Emily nears land, local
Red Cross called into action
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Hurricane Emily's approach
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Bully rolls west
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NASA/AP Photo

This image released by
NASA collected Monday
shows Hurricane Emily
retaining the characteristic
swirling form of a hurricane
when it emerged over the
Gulf of Mexico, just after
Emily returned to open
waters. Emily was expected to regain strength
into
slamming
before
Mexico's northeast coastline or southern Texas as
early as tonight.
that Emily's return to the Gulf
would allow for strengthening
by the time it makes landfall
again, this time on the TexasMexico border, as early as
tonight.
"This is just part of the readiness and preparedness thing

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
photos

A two-week acting camp
is being conducted at
the Playhouse in the
Park, attracting several
youngsters to be taught
some basic skills and
some more sophisticated skills to this art, such
as how to properly
depict hitting another
while on stage. In these
participants
photos,
try their
to
able
were
hand at that, as instructed by Director Ross
Bolen, who is shown at
right on the receiving
end of an attempt from
one of his students. The
camp concludes this
Friday.

Feeling Punchy?

•See Page 2A

GOP chair, others indicted on charges
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The chairman of the Kentucky
Republican Party and a top aide to
Gov. Ernie Fletcher pleaded innocent today to a charge they conspired to violate the state personnel law.
Chairman Darrell Brock, who
was commissioner of local development for Fletcher before he
took the party post, and Basil
Turbyfill, executive director of
the Office of Personnel and
Efficiency, briefly appeared in
AP Photo
Franklin County District Court.
Fillets of fresh pond-raised U.S. catfish are disJudge Guy Hart set a prelimiplayed in the iced show case in Jackson, Miss. nary hearing for both men on
According to studies comparing the Vietnamese Sept. 14.
A third man indicted on the
basa catfish and the channel catfish farmed in the
United States, the basa catfish were preferred in a same charge, deputy Personnel
taste test 3-to-1, say researchers at Mississippi State Cabinet Secretary Bob Wilson,
University.

Tasters don't care
for U.S. catfish
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Vietnamese basa catfish may
be better eatin' than the channel cats farmed in the United
States, according to studies
comparing the two.
Not only are they just as
good for you as fish that are
legally labeled "catfish," but
basa were preferred in a taste
test 3-to-1, say researchers at
Mississippi State University.
The studies were begun in
2002 at the height of the "catfish wars." U.S. catfish farmers and others were describ-

ing basa as an inferior product
that had flooded the American
market, partly because of lax
labeling laws.
During discussions of his
federal farm bill amendment
that year, which allowed only
native species to be labeled
catfish, Rep. Mike Ross of
Arkansas called basa "these
so-called catfish." Hugh
Warren, president of the
Catfish
Mississippi-based
America,
of
Farmers

III See Page 3A

his
had
arraignment
delayed until
next week.
Brock.
Wilson and
Turbyfill are
each charged
with a single
count of conBrock
spiring to violate personnel
laws. The single-page indictments
include no specifics about the
alleged conspiracy.
The charge is a Class B misdemeanor, punishable by 30 to six
months in jail.
The charges all grow from the
special grand jury impaneled in
Franklin County at the request of
Attorney General Greg Stumbo.
The investigation was prompted

by the disclosure of piles of
memos, e-mails and other documents by a veteran Transportation
Cabinet employee that indicated
political considerations were
paramount in personnel decisions.
Paul Harnice, Turbyfill's
lawyer, on Tuesday called the
indictment a "bare-bones charge."
"There's only been one side of
the story that's been told,"
Hamice said.
Brock's attorney. Patrick Renn
of Louisville, said Tuesday he has
seen no evidence Brock did anything wrong. Renn said he will
challenge the indictment on the
grounds the statute is vague.
broad and infringes on free
speech rights.
Renn said he has advised
Brock to withhold any comment
on the charge. even though it

might hamper his work as party
chairman.
The party has released a steady
stream of attacks on the investigation and Stumbo, who is a
Democrat.
The Merit System, created in
1960, requires that qualifications
as determined by largely objective standards are to be used in
deciding hirings, firings, transfers
and other personnel decisions.
Transportation
Acting
Secretary Bill Nighbert, Deputy
Secretary Jim Adams and administrative services Commissioner
Dan Druen were the first to be
indicted. They are alleged to haNe
conspired to arrange for the dismissal of Mike Duncan. who was
deputy inspector general for the

III See Page 3A

Drop in sales possible with smiling plate demise
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Larry Ball is worried about what
the demise of Kentucky's smiling
sun license plate will mean to specialty plates that raise money for
specific causes.
Ball, executive director of the
Kentucky Law Enforcement
Memorial fund, which has raised
more than $125,000 for scholarships and other services, hopes
people will still buy his group's
specialty plate.
"But my guess is people will
go back to the standard-issue
plates," Ball said.
Ball isn't alone. Several
groups with specialty plates are
wondering what impact a nev.
plate featuring the state slogan
"Unbridled Sprit" and scheduled

The Couner-JourrteMP File Photo

Kentucky's license plate with a smiling sun is shown in this
photo taken at the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet office in
Frankfort, Ky. That smiling sun on Kentucky's license plates
was just a bit too cheerful for most drivers: Now Mr.
Smiley's heeded for the recycling bin.
to be unveiled by Gov. Ernie Fletcher on Tuesday. will have on

their sales.
Many drivers, displeased with
the "Mr. Smiley" design. decided
to get specialty plates, even
though they cost up to $25 more
than the standard-issue tags.
Kentuckians bought or renewed
303,494 specialty plates last year.
Prices for specialty plates
Nary; the spay-neuter tags cost
$25 for a new plate and $25 for
renewal. Standard-issue tags cost
$15 for a new plate and $15 for
renewal.
The three most popular plate
categories are nature. college and
personalized.
Kentucky Horse Council plate
sales more than quadrupled after
the smiling sun first appeared in
2003.
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NASA puts launch off until next week
By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Wnter
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — NASA has put off its
long-awaited resumption of
space shuttle flight until at least
next week, saying it is no closer
to finding what caused a fuel
gauge to fail in the first launch
countdown.
Discovery has been grounded
since
problem
the
by
Wednesday.
"We have been working for 2
1/2 years to return the shuttle to
flight." deputy shuttle program
manager Wayne Hale said
Monday. "A few days more
when it's all said and done, to
make sure we're flying safely, is

not a problem in the bigger
scheme of things."
Discovery and its crew of
seven will fly no earlier than
next Tuesday, Hale said.
NASA may decide to conduct
yet another fueling test on the
shuttle that day or soon afterward, with the external tank
fully loaded with propellants.
Such a test could push the liftoff
even further into next week.
Hale said one big question
being debated is if the problem
does not recur in a fueling test,
and the troublesome fuel gauge
works properly, "is that good
enough to go fly the next day?"
— or even, possibly, the very
same day.

Haley Recognized

"Hopefully in the next 24 to
48 hours, we will find the glitch
that has got us all confused or
frustrated or pick your adjective,
and be able to fix it and go forward," he said. "But I think
Tuesday is probably the earliest
day that we would be looking
for a launch, even in that optimistic ca.se."
If Discovery does not fly in
the next two weeks, then that's it
until September.
One of four hydrogen fuel
gauges at the bottom of
Discovery's external fuel tank
failed during a prelaunch test
Wednesday, forcing NASA to
delay the first space shuttle mission since Columbia's catastrophic re-entry in 2003. The
postponement came just two
hours before the scheduled
liftoff; the astronauts were
already on board.
Since then, technicians have
inside
around
crawled
Discovery's engine compartment and checked for anything
that might explain why the fuel
gauge malfunctioned, and engineers have conducted a battery
of tests.
As of Monday night, no one
had found anything amiss or
even suspicious. An electronics
box associated with the fuel
gauges passed inspection, and
the cables and wiring looked
good. NASA hopes to complete
this initial round 4ting by
Wednesday.
Even more aggravating.
NASA has been unable to duplicate last Wednesday's failure,

TOM BERRYtedger & Times photo
Murray Police Chief Ken Claud, right, congratulates
retiring police Sgt. Brad Haley for 18 years of service
with a plaque during a Murray City Council meeting
Thursday night. Haley, who is taking a job with the
Kentucky State Police, will retire with 20 years of
public service including time served in the Kentucky
National Guard.

Clarification
Concerning the Murray City
Council's move to approve an
ordinance that would extend the
curfew on the sale of liquor by
the drink in Murray restaurants
from midnight to I a.m., the
council's action Thursday was
to approve the creation of an
ordinance that would allow a
period.
trial
six-month
ordinance
the
How e‘er,
becomes effecti‘e only after it
is returned to the council for a
first and second reading.
City Administrator Don
Elias said Monday that council
members would officially consider adoption of the .ordinance
on first reading during a meet28.
July
for
set
ing
Consideration on a second reading would likely take place on
Aug. I I. If approved by the
council on both readings. the
new ordinance would be in
force for six months running
midapproximately from
August to mid-February.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. today at city hall. The
agenda includes reviews of a
final plat for Garden Heights
subdivision and the proposed
site plan for The Murray Bank.
MI Calloway County Fiscal
Court's regularly scheduled
meeting, previously set for 7
p.m. today has been delayed
for one week. The meeting
will take place at 7 p.m. on
Tuesday, July 26, at the
Weaks Community Center.
MI The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
city hall. The agenda includes
a public hearing to allow a
family to live at 1111 Poplar St.
in a business zone and three
dimensional variance requests
for various projects.
•The Murray Independent
Board of Education will meet
at 7 p.m. Thursday. July 21.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

This is Shelter Country.

Murray man arraigned

SULTH PADRE ISLAND,
Texas(AP) — South Texas residents boarded up windows, put
sandbags in Flood-prone areas
and moved their RVs from the
edge of a beachside park that
could be swamped by Hurricane
Emily.
"Your luck can't be that good
all of the time and we've been
lucky," Cameron County park
Ranger Arnold Flores said
Monday. "We haven't been hit
like Florida has."
Flores was trying to get the
last of the diehard campers to
move their RVs from a park on
the edge of South Padre Island's
beach.
"We started telling people
they need to leave because we
don't want to he responsible for
someone getting hurt or something they could have avoided,"
he said.
into
slammed
Emily
Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula
early Monday with strong
winds, leaving behind flooding
and other damage. Forecasters
expected it to regain force over
the Gulf of Mexico and hit the
northeastern Mexican coast "as
a major hurricane," as early as
Tuesday night, the National
Hurricane Center said.
At 5 a.m. EDT, a hurricane
warning was put in effect for the
lower Texas coast from Port
Mansfield southward to the
Mexico border. A hurricane

WEATHER

72

watch remained in effect north
of Port Mansfield to Baffin Bay.
Cameron County Judge
Gilberto Hinojosa ordered people in recreational vehicles to
leave county parks on the island.
Flores said almost 500 left the
RV park on the beach with the
initial plea and then another 75
left when the evacuation was
made mandatory.
A steady stream of RVs headed north from the island resort.
Twenty-five remained late
Monday.
One of those was Henry
Barrientes, who needed help
from friends with a forklift and a
semi-truck to haul his 34-foot
vacation trailer away to a warehouse in Brownsville.
"We've done this so many
times and nothing has hapsaid,
Barrientes
pened,"
expressing frustration that he
was going to all this trouble for
a storm that may bring only
wind and rain. "We have been
thinking how we were going to
move it all summer long."
Hinojosa said authorities
would monitor the hurricane's
progress through the evening
and planned to make a decision
about whether to order further
evacuations early Tuesday.
A total of 225 soldiers of the
Texas Army National Guard
were activated in case they are
needed for hurricane duty, said
Kathy Walt, spokeswoman for

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

SHELTER
INSIURANCE

From Front
we're so involved with." Webb
said of the uncertainty of the situation. Should Emily stay a
Category 1, more than likely, a
large response from the Red
Cross will not be needed, meaning most of the ERVs and their
crews stationed hundreds of
miles away in Austin would

GES, INC.
BETTER BUILT GARA
CAN TRUST'
EXPERIENCE YOU
Faintly Owned & Operated Since 1987

shelterinsuronce.com

Seek Shelter Today'

probably be called home.
"You just know with one of
these, though. It can go either
way."
Should the Murray ERV be
needed, it will be in top working
condition. Coincidentally, it
received maintenance at Parker
to
Lincoln-Mercury
Ford
replace an air conditioning compressor Friday, the day Webb
received the word from national
headquarters to have the ERV

Ask the PC DOCTOR
SERVICES OFFERED

CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A. 4 ' concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F. Constr gr.
studs
G 7/16'0.S.B
undersiding
H Masonote wood or vinyl siding

ready for a mission to Texas.
Lamb's involvement also
seems to be a testimony to the
Murray chapter's attempt to
build its ERV crew lineup. Webb
said he was one of eight participants in an ERV training class
that was held recently.
Those training sessions are
held at least once a year. For
information about those sessions, call the Murray-Calloway
Chapter at 753-1421.
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I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft. 0
J. 1/2" plywood/0 S.B
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N Steel service doe'
0. 2x4 fascia

aluminum covered
P 210 headers
O 4x4 raised curb
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COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models w/ vinyl siding.
• Deluxe Models w/ hardboard siding
S7.275
S6.775 1112 CAR (12x201
11/2 CAR (12x201
57.975
57.575 2 CAR (18x20).
2 CAR (18x20).
.58.375
57.995 (22x22).
LARGE CAR (22x22)
58.
S8.075 2 1/2 CAR 42404)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
$8775 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x30) ........S9.175
LARGE 21/2 CAR (2400)
510.975
S10.575 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24x36)
(2406)
511.075 LARGE 3 CAR (30x30) .............S11.475
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)
S1527c
514.875 (30x40)
130x401
OFF-LEVEL LOT - CALL LLS.

Check us out online for custom-built garages
and portable buildings at www.bbgarages.com

I'M SICK
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*Home Networks Mstalled & Sett!
•Nires Removal
'Cadent Bel Computers
•System & Network Coma*

PC DOCTOR • MURRAY
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11411110061 Unit: 270-759-0019 • Fax 270-759-0089
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We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
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AP Photo

The wreckage of a small aircraft leans against a storage
house of the airport after Hurricane Emily hit the area in
Playa del Carmen, Mexico Monday. Hurricane Emily
lashed beach resorts on Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula.
Gov. Rick Perry. An additional storm could sweep up and turn
100 Texas State Guard person- into a deadly projectile.
"It's just like having a baby,"
nel were on standby.
said. "You know it is
Acevedo
le
Given the unpredictab
nature of hurricanes, Carlos coming, but you don't know
Acevedo, director of Cameron what to expect. It's not frustratCounty's emergency communi- ing, but just an antsy feeling,
cations district, said many South just a feeling that something is
Texas residents were loading up pending — something that is
on water, batteries and canned going to require a lot of work
food, boarding up windows and once it does come our way."
removing any debris that the

•Action ...

mlapmeni••*••••••,.

Here in Murray you'll find Shelter Insurance
Agent Jack Romaine. We're proud to serve this
community and our customers. Call today and
ask about our services.

On June 16. police executed
two search warrants, one of
which was on a storage unit that
King rented. That search led to a
full-blown meth lab the
Woodland Lane residence of
Christopher J. Nanney.
Nanney, 25, was arrested on
manufacturing meth, possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia charges, but
his case was put on hold and will
likely go before the grand jury.
King had access to Nanney's
garage, where the lab was found.
according an affidavit from former Calloway County Sheriff's
Department Detective Jim
Wright. Local law enforcement
agencies have received reliable
information concerning King,
including manufacturing and
trafficking meth. for the past
two years, Wright said.

South Texas residents prepare for Emily, hope for best

89
0.416.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
after a horse
•A third-degree criminal mischief case was opened
p m. Friday.
12:41
at
Road
Fork
West
on
cut
reported
was
fence
a caller
after
opened
was
case
burglary
ree
second-deg
•A
reported at 8:47 a.m. Saturday someone breaKing into a Flint
Road residence overnight. Extra patrol was requested.
Murray Police Department
e cnrninal tres• A female juvenile was charged with third-degreLanes
at 10:39
passing after an officer responded to Corvette
p.m. Friday for a secunty check.
• Someone came into the police station 8:04 a.m. Monday to
report a stolen license plate.
• Criminal mischief to property in the Boone's parking lot on 12th
Street was reported at 1:45 a.m. Monday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 5:12 p.m. Monday at 216
Riviera Courts.
Murray State University Police Department
• An injury accident was reported at 3:38 p.m. Friday on North
16th Street near the campus tennis courts. A MSU officer witnessed the off-campus accident and referred it to MPD.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

which could prove disastrous in
flight. Barring any "eureka
moments" as Hale calls them,
the next step would be to fill
Discovery's tank with supercold fuel in a test, to see if the
problem recurs.
The fuel gauges are intended
to keep a shuttle's main engines
from shutting down too early or
too late after liftoff, both potentially dangerous situations. Only
two of the four are needed to
ensure safety, but NASA
requires all four to be operating.
Up until the 1986 Challenger
NASA
explosion,
launch
required only three of the four
fuel gauges to be working.
Mission managers are considering going back to that earlier
looser rule, although they are Staff Report
still hoping to solve the prob- Murray Ledger & Times
lem, Hale said.
A 25-year-old Murray man
NASA's launch window offi- charged with trafficking and
cially extends until the end of manufacturing methamphetaJuly to allow for a daylight mine is scheduled to appear in
liftoff; the space agency wants Calloway District Court again
good camera views all the way next month.
through tank separation eight
Ricky Craig King was
minutes into the flight to check arraigned Monday morning in
for any damage. But managers district court. He is due back for
are considering stretching that a preliminary hearing at 10 a.m.
into August by a few days, even Aug. 1 during which time his
though the lighting would not be case could be bound over to the
as good when the empty fuel grand jury for a possible indictment.
tank is jettisoned.
King turned himself in June
The next launch window with
suitable lighting would open 27 after officers were looking
for additional suspects in a meth
Sept. 9.
Columbia was brought down lab bust 11 days earlier. He is
with manufacturing
by a broken section of fuel-tank charged
tamine. conspiracy
methamphe
foam insulation that smashed
to manufacturing meth, traffickinto the left wing at liftoff.
ing methamphetamine and conspiracy to trafficking meth.

Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
Wednesday will
be partly cloudy
with highs in the
lower 90s.
LOW: Wednesday
night will be
mostly clear with
lows in the mid
70s.
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Integra tops most-stolen vehicle list
House GOP plan
gives up guaranteed
benefit level
WASHINGTON(AP)— The House Republican plan to overhaul Social Security requires retirees to give up their guaranteed
benefit level if they want a personal account that can be passed
on to heirs, GOP aides said Monday.
Only those who invest the accounts in government securities
while they are working and in an annuity when they retire can be
certain of receiving the full Social Security benefit they are promised, the aides said.
Other investment decisions would expose individuals to the
ups and downs of the financial markets. That means their monthly benefit could wind up lower or higher than now envisioned.
The aides, who work for the House Ways and Means Committee,
described details of the bill to reporters on condition of anonymity.
Creation of personal accounts that give workers a nest egg
they can pass along to their heirs has been a major selling point
in the GOP drive to overhaul Social Security.
Personal accounts would be established for all workers except
those who decline one under the legislation introduced last week.
The program envisions individuals receiving a monthly benefit that consists of a blend of traditional Social Security — from
the program's trust funds — and money from personal accounts.
Aides also disclosed that in many cases, a personal account
that is inherited by a spouse would be used to pay a portion of the
survivor benefit they are entitled to.
The effect over time would be to reduce the amount of money
in the inherited account while easing the burden on the Social
Security trust funds.
If surviving spouses lack an account of their own, they can
decline the inheritance and receive the benefit that current law
provides, according to the aides.
The legislation was formally filed in the House last week,
although no vote is expected before September at the earliest.
It marks an attempt by House Republicans to meet President
Bush's call for changes in Social Security while minimizing
political risk at the hands of Democrats who accuse them of seeking to privatize the program.
As such, it is sharply scaled back from Bush's proposal, and
an administration spokesman spoke carefully about it during the

DETROIT (AP) — If you think your
Acura Integra is fast and gorgeous, you
aren't alone. The car model was one of the
most-stolen last year — likely the target of
street racers.
According to a report released Tuesday,
the 1999 Acura Integra coupe was the single
most swiped vehicle in 2004, while lntegras
from other model years weren't far behind.
The list was released by Chicago-based
CCC Information Services Inc., an insurance industry tracker of theft and vehicle
damage. It compares loss claims to the total
number of registered vehicles.
The 2002 BMW M Roadster was No. 2
on the list and the 1998 Acura Integra was
third. Other vehicles in the top 10 include
the 1991 GMC V2500, the 2002 Audi S4
and the 2004 Mercury Marauder.
Jeanene O'Brien, CCC's director of marketing services, said an upsurge in street racing may be responsible for the appearance of
the Integra and other fast cars on the list.
"We can never say for sure why a car's
stolen, but we can look at the data and make
some interesting assumptions," O'Brien
said.
She said the Integra, which was replaced
by the RSX in the 2002 model year, also
may be targeted for its parts. Acura is Honda

II Charges ...
cabinet. Duncan, who also
appealed his dismissal to the
Personnel Board, alleges he was
targeted because he supported
Democrat Ben Chandler in the
2003 gubernatorial campaign.
The second round of indictDick
charged
ments
Murgatroyd, Fletcher's deputy
chief of staff and the former

Motor Co., a 1999 Acura Integra 4Door LS is shown. The 1999 Acura
Integra coupe was the most-stolen
vehicle last year in 2004 and integras
from other model years weren't far
behind, likely the targets of street
racers who want their fast engines,
according to a report released today.
One out of every 200 registered 1999
Acura Integras was stolen last year,
said Chicago-based CCC Information
Services Inc., an insurance industry
tracker of theft and vehicle damage.
Motor Co.'s luxury brand, and the Integra
engine can fit into other Hondas, for example.
O'Brien said it's difficult to overstate the

•Catfish ...

day.
"The president is committed to two elements. One is improving, restoring the solvency of the Social Security system and the
second is creating personal retirement accounts for individuals,"
said Ben Bernanke, chairman of the president's Council of
Economic Advisers. "... We want to see both of those."
Unlike Bush's proposal, the House GOP measure uses surplus
payroll tax funds to establish personal accounts rather than allow
each worker to divert a portion of their payroll taxes.
Another key difference is the bill does not mandate a reduction in guaranteed benefits for any future retirees, although officials have said steps to increase the solvency of the program may
be added at a later date.
The measure has only a modest impact on the projected solvency of Social Security.
Aides said that under the terms of the bill, Social Security trust
funds would begin paying out more than they take in beginning
in 2017, the same as cunent forecasts. The trust funds would
become depleted in 2043 under the bill, they said, citing an official estimate from the program's chief actuary. That represents a
two-year improvement from the current forecast.
The bill would make a major change in the Depression-era
program, however, by taking money from the trust funds and distributing them into personal accounts set up in the name of individual workers. The distributions would stop when the trust fund
surplus is exhausted, in about a decade, but the accounts would
remain in place.

From Front

Honda/AP File Photo

In a photo provided by the Honda

V
value of vehicle pans. A 2000 Honda Accord
LX cost $22,365 when it was new but would
cost $68,065 if it were built entirely from
Honda replacement pans. she said.
Pop culture's love affair with vehicles
like the Cadillac Escalade sport utility vehicle also is driving up thefts because of perceived value, O'Brien said. A used Escalade
can still command up to $49,000, she said.
Limited-production vehicles like the
Mercury Marauder — which was made for
only two years — also are targets.
"Never before in our society have we had
such insight into movie and music stars and
their cars and homes, and that drives up
preferences," O'Brien said.
Acura spokesman Mike Spencer said
Acura was aware of the theft problem and
made several changes to the Integra during
its lifetime, including adding more secure
locks and immobilizer systems and
installing door panels that were harder for
thieves to break into.
"Unfortunately, if somebody really wants
to steal your car, they're going to steal it,"
Spencer said. "That's pretty hard to avoid."
The average age of a stolen vehicle in
2004 was 6.6 years, down slightly from
2003. The average age of all registered vehicles on the road in 2004 was 7.9 years.

From Front
described the import as lowquality fish that are not even in
the same family as U.S. farmraised catfish.
There are 37 families of catfish worldwide, and thousands
of species in those families.
They range from tiny bloodsuckers found in the Amazon to
the critically endangered planteating Mekong giant catfish,
with a known record of 771
pounds.
"It's easy enough to deal with
naming, as they did with tuna
fish — bluefin tuna, yellowfin
tuna, albacore tuna," said John
Lundberg, curator of icthyology
at the Academy of Natural
Sciences in Philadelphia. "A
tuna's a tuna, and a catfish is a
catfish."
characteristics,
Physical
including DNA tests and the
"whiskers" that give them their

name, show the relationship.
Catfish farmers won their
claim that Vietnam had illegally
flooded their market by selling
base below cost in 2002 and got
hefty tariffs imposed. Earlier
that year, they got state legislatures and Congress to agree the
"catfish" label would be allowed
only on packages of the native
U.S. species.
That still left the question of
whether basa was inferior. Doug
L. Marshall, a professor of food
science and technology at
Mississippi State, and graduate
student Amit Pal looked at three
questions: Did one have more
bacteria than the other? How
about nutrition? What about
taste?
The frozen imports were
compared to frozen, farm-raised
channel catfish from local groceries,
"Both fish were about the
same in terms of quality and

safety indicators," Marshall
said. Also, nutritionally, both
fish were about the same,
though the U.S. fish were a bit
fattier, he said.
But when qualities like
appearance, aroma,taste, texture
and overall liking were compared, three-quarters of the 58
untrained testers in the blind
tasting preferred basa, he said.
He cautioned that the panel
was small, and the fish a "grab
sample," perhaps not representative of a year's worth of purchases.
The tasters were from around
the Mississippi State campus.
"The majority of these, of
course, are regular consumers of
catfish. It's not like they're unfamiliar with the products,"
Marshall said.
As might be ,expected in an
area where fried catfish is
almost a staple, they preferred
fried to baked, whatever the

species. But fried basa got better
scores overall, as well as for texture and flavor, when compared
to fried local catfish. And baked
basa fillets got better taste scores
than baked channel cats, too.
"Based on these results,
attempts should be made by the
domestic catfish industry to
improve the eating quality of
their products, which will help
insure competitiveness in the
international marketplace," their
study concludes.
Ross, the Arkansas congressman, did not believe the results,
however. "I can clearly tell you
the difference between a farmraised catfish from Arkansas,
Louisiana or Mississippi and a
basa fillet that was raised in a
polluted river in Vietnam," he
said.
Warren, of the Catfish
Farmers of America, said, "I
have no problem at all with
somebody's personal taste. 1

Breaking
New Ground

of the
secretary
deputy
Transportation Cabinet; Cory
Meadows, director of transportation enhancement in the
cabinet; and Druen again. They
are alleged to have based personnel decisions on numerous
people on political considerations.
All five have pleaded innocent to all charges. No trial date
was set.
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FORUM
A Sad
Anniversary
Anyone who grew up in the
1950's remembers the terrors of
the nuclear age: Duck and
cover drills at school; yellowand-black civil defense signs
designating official air raid
shelters: horror films in which
radiation run amok spawned
giant creatures that crushed
whole cities while noshing on
wood-paneled station
wagons.
All by
itself, the
image of the
mushroom
cloud was the
stuff from
which nightmares were
made. Stories
from people
who claimed
witness to
early tests
asserted that
when you covered your eyes
with your hands, you could see
every little bone.
We were used to seeing the
bones of our feet in those funky
x-ray units that used to be in
every shoe store in America.
Remember them? Try on a new
pair of Mary Janes or blackand-whites and the salesman
could show your mother if they
fit properly. Though the radiation hazards, particularly for
,:hildren, were recognized as
cark as the 1950's, the devices
were still legal in about onethird of the states in 1970.
Similarly'. when a series of
nuclear tests was conducted in
Nevada. the Atomic Energy
Commission said the fallout
from iodine-131 was harmless.
Unfortunately. 15 years later
children who had been near
_zrotind zero suffered abnormal
2. rowths in their thyroid glands.
and the AEC finally acknowledged the dangers.
This past Saturday. thousands of people gathered at Los
Alamos Labs in New Mexico to
mark the 60th anniversary of
the world's first test of an atomic weapon. People who lived in
the general vicinity of the socalled Trinity Site knew something was going on, but specific
information was withheld from
the public for security reasons.
Nevertheless, many of those
who witnessed the spectacle
understood its magnitude.
According to an Associated
Press article. Emmett Hatch,
who attended the 60-year commemoration, recalled his grandmother telling him to get on his
knees and pray on July 16,
1945. shortly after the blast.
"She thought it was the coming of the Lord," he explained,
"because the sun rose in the
west that day."
The mushroom cloud rose
40.000 feet on July 16. 1945.
The flash could be seen as far
as 250 miles away, with an

accompanying roar that
resounded for 50 miles.
Jay Wechsler of Espanola.
who measured the explosion at
the site 60 years ago, remembered,"The most amazing part
is that it seemed to last so long.
The cloud just looked like it
was boiling and luminescent
and kept on going up and up
and up and
seemed like it
was never
going to
stop."
Recently
recovered
photos of the
aftermath of
the bombing
of Japan in
August, 1945,
also portray
the devastating reality.
George
Weller, a
journalist who was the first
western reporter to reach
Nagasaki captured scenes of
unimaginable ruination.
"The atomic bomb's peculiar
disease," he wrote in a report
that was confiscated and censored under orders from
General MacArthur, is "uncured
because it is untreated and
untreated because it is undiagnosed."
Weller
described
people with
no outward
marks of .
injury dying,
to the perplexity of
Japanese
physicians.
"The doctors
here have
Main Street
every modern By Constance
medicament,"
Alexander
Weller said, Ledger & Times
"but candidly
Columnist
confessed that
the answer to
the malady is
beyond them. Their patients,
though their skin is whole, are
all passing away under their
eyes."
The debate over nuclear
power and environmental pollutants continues, even as the
60th anniversary of the
Manhattan Project's test is
noted. The Website www.scorecard.org provides information
on the top polluters and top
chemicals releases in the USA,
on a county-by-county basis.
George Weller's recollections of
Nagasaki's aftermath are available at wwwalternet.org, in an
article called "Nagasaki
Remembered."
AP Online offers an account
of the 60th anniversary gathering at White Sands Missile
Range.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercorn.
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Where Have You Gone, Harry
Truman? Our Nation Turns Its
Lonely Eyes To You ... Boo-hoo-hoo
DOLGELLAU. Wales Thank goodness for those history channels that bring back the
generals and politicians of the
past who, by contrast, make
many of today's leaders look
indecisive.
I saw President Harry
Truman on
one of them
last week. In a
speech to the
nation near the
end of World
War II,
Truman rejected suggestions
that the Allies
seek accomCal's
modation with
Thoughts
Japan, rather
By Cal Thomas
than victory.
Syndicated
Truman would
Columnist
have none of
it, saying only
Japan's "unconditional surrender" would be acceptable.
Contrast that with the conciliatory blather of today. Prime
Minister Tony Blair is inviting
British and Muslim leaders to a
meeting Tuesday at 10
Downing Street where it is
reported he will urge worldwide
action to uproot what he has
called the "evil ideology" and
"twisted teaching" that lay
behind the London bombings.
Here's what Blair should say
to the Muslim leaders: "The
onus is on you guys. You find
and shut down the terrorists and

their network. You turn those
who incite, plan and encourage
violence over to the authorities.
If you don't act, we will by
closing and bulldozing the
mosques and schools that incubate and instruct the killers,
prosecuting the terrorists we
find and deporting them and
their clerics, and closing our
borders to anyone from countries that harbor and teach terrorists. Those who are British
citizens will be stripped of their
citizenship."
As part of its continuing disinformation campaign in
America (reminiscent of Nazi,
Soviet and Japanese propaganda
of the not-too-distant past), the
Council on American-Islamic
Relations(CAIR)is providing
public service announcements
to American television stations
titled "Not in the Name of
Islam." A CAIR press release
says the spots are designed to
"highlight the Muslim community's condemnation of terrorism and rejection of those who
carry out terror attacks."
Just who are these spots
designed to influence? Does
CAIR wish us to believe the
jihadists in America will see
them and convert to democratic
ideals, or is this Tokyo Rose
propaganda designed to keep
our guard down?
It is helpful to quote what
two prominent senators have
said about CAIR: "(CAIR is)

unusual in its extreme rhetoric
and its associations with groups
that are suspect," said Richard
Durbin. Illinois Democrat. "We
know (CAIR) has ties to terrorism," added Charles Schumer,
New York Democrat.
The problem with the cluttered Western contemporary
mind is there is little room for
anyone or any philosophy based
on absolutes and convictions.
The terrorists benefit from
Western self-indulgence, ignorance about history and aversion to war. If we think of
depravity at all, it is in the
Michael Jackson vein and not
religious fanatics, who kill
school children, behead "infidels" and seek world domination.
Western secularists cannot
comprehend people who link
their private faith to Public
actions. Too many think terrorists can be dissuaded from their
bloody goals by using Western
logic and trying to "understand
why they hate us."
I don't want to understand
why they hate us, anymore than
my father's generation sought to
understand Nazis, or the ideological slaves of Hirohito. Like
that generation, since the
jihadists have declared war on
us, I want to kill them before
they kill me.
To make us feel better and
allow us to "get on with our
lives," we make believe the

jihadists are a tiny minority and
not "mainstream Islam." But
what if they are mainstream part of an elaborate conspiracy
designed to dupe the West while
the infiltration of Britain,
America and all of Europe continues unabated?
What if the "moderates" are
too intimidated to speak out for
fear they will be killed? If that
is the case, it is all the more
reason to declare total war on
the jihadists, because that is
what they have declared on us.
Would it not be a clever
strategy to put insurgents
among us who dress and speak
as Westerners, work in our
schools and restaurants (as one
of the bombing suspects did in
London), but are secretly plotting the death of total strangers?
They know they don't have
the power of a conquering army
to defeat us from without, but
they believe the virus they are
spreading can weaken us from
within until we surrender
because we favor "peace" over
conflict.
Wake up, America and
Britain! The jihadists are after
us and they will stop at nothing
until we all live under the banner of Islam, either by fear or
by force.
Where have you gone, Harry
Truman and Winston Churchill?
Our nations turn their lonely
eyes to you. Boo-hoo-hoo.

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Will Lester

Foreign policy, economy crowd out other
issues as nation's important problems
WASHINGTON (AP)—
Americans have turned much of
their attention over the last
three months back to the economy and foreign affairs —
including the war in Iraq and
terrorism — as the nation's top
problems, pushing aside worries
about non-economic domestic
issues, AP-Ipsos polling found.
People were asked in an
open-ended question last week
to name the nation's most
important problem.
Four in 10 picked foreign
affairs — with war being the
concern picked most often, followed by terrorism. That's up
from 32 percent in April. Nearly
three in 10, 28 percent. cited the
economy — up from 19 percent
in April. Concerns about other
domestic issues dropped during
that time.
Several months after the
2004 presidential election, people were beginning to shift
attention from the issues that
dominated the campaign — the

economy and foreign affairs.
But recent events have forced
the two back to the forefront.
"The two of them are interlinked," said Richard Davis of
Circle Pines, Minn."The Bush
tax cut and the war in Iraq have
caused us to overspend our
budget and we're in a huge
deficit that's starting to hurt the
"
economy.
Davis, a Democrat, says he
has become more concerned in
recent months about the war,
where new episodes of deadly
suicide bombings kill Iraqi
civilians and U.S. soldiers
almost daily.
"I don't see us getting out of
it gracefully," Davis said. "It
seems to be endless."
Women have shifted their
priorities sharply since April,
with almost half now likely to
place the top priority on foreign
affairs.
-Terrorism and homeland
security are problems that are
getting bigger," said Leigh

Mitchell, a Republican from
Chattanooga, Tenn., with a 3year-old daughter."We don't
want to have suicide bombers at
McDonald's. I'm afraid that's
the direction we could be headed."
U.S. efforts to create democracies in countries like
Afghanistan and Iraq might
help transform the Middle East,
but that will take time, she said.
The increased concern about
the economy was led by nonwhites and Southerners.
Economic concerns also remain
high in the Midwest.
Consumer confidence over
the past month slid to a twoyear low, according to lpsos
polling in the United States for
the Royal Bank of Canada.
Economists say terrorism fears
rekindled by the London bombings probably played a large
role in the decline.
The fade in economic optimism may be related to concerns about terrorism, rising

energy prices, worries about
inflated home prices that may
eventually drop again and anxiety over retirement security.
People often mentioned their
worries were related to the war
and terrorism.
"They are trying to do too
much with too few assets in the
military," said Hazel Sabine, a
retiree in Binghamton, N.Y.
"You can't put people all over
the world and expect things to
turn out right."
For some, it's hard to decide
which of the nation's problems
is most important.
Jack Armstrong. a
Republican-leaning salesman
who lives near Kalamazoo.
Mich., said his choice "depends
on what day you ask me."
The poll of 500 people was
conducted for AP by Ipsos, an
international polling firm, on
July 11-13 and has a margin of
sampling en-or of plus or minus
4.5 percentage points.
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Obit's,les
Sean leffemy Penwell
,
MOM.

The funeral for Sean JetTerey Pemwell will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Gary Vacca will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Sean Jefferey Pemwell Memorial Fund, do
Murray Bank, 700 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky.,
42071, or American Cancer Society do Pat
Latimer, P.O. box 1080, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Pemwell, 34, South llth Street, Murray, died Sunday, July
17, 2005, at 3:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His
death followed an extended illness.
He was a machine operator at Briggs & Stratton. An Army veteran, he was a member of Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Born Jan. 19, 1971, in Anderson, Ind., he was the son of Linda K.
Pemwell and the late Dan R. Pemwell Sr.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lori D. Pemwell, to whom he
was married Sept. 19, 1998, in Calloway County; one daughter,
Ashley Nicole Pemwell, one son, Mathew William Pemwell, his
mother, Mrs. Linda K. Pemwell, and one sister, Mrs. Christine John
and husband, Peter D., all of Murray; three brothers, Dan R.
Pemwell Jr., and wife, Kindra, Colorado Springs, Colo., and Derek
Pemwell, and Steven M. Pemwell and wife, Cynthia, all of Murray;
his grandparents, Adrian G. and Leona M. Bess; his parents-in-law,
Bill and Lee Furst; several nieces and nephews.

and several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Wald Copeland and the Rev.
Heyward Roberts will officiate. Burial will follow in the Union
Ridge Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from noon to 3 p.m.
Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Union Ridge Cemetery
Fund or to Union Ridge Baptist Church.

Headley Collins

Headley Collins, 87, U.S.68 East, Hardin, died Monday,July 18,
2005, at 6:30 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A retired farmer, he was also retired from Merit Clothing
Company, Mayfield. He was a member of Union Ridge Baptist
Church and of Woodmen of World Society.
He was the son of the late Edward Collins and Eldra Collins. Six
brothers and sisters, one half sister and one half brother also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Adel! Sheppard Collins, Hardin,

mamma.
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By BRUCE SMITH
Associated Press Writer
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP)
- Retired Gen. William
Westmoreland, who commanded U.S. forces during the
Vietnam War from 1964 to 1968
and advocated a strong military
buildup at a time when
were
American casualties
died.
has
mounting,
Westmoreland died Monday
of natural causes at Bishop
Gadsden retirement home,
where he had lived with his
wife, said his son, James Ripley
Westmoreland. He was 91.
"I have no apologies, no
regrets. I gave my very best
efforts," Westmoreland told The
Associated Press in 1985. "I've
been hung in effigy. I've been
spat upon. You just have to let
those things bounce off."
The silver-haired, jut-jawed
officer, who rose through the
ranks quickly during World War
II and later became superintendent of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y.,
contended the United States did
not lose the conflict in Southeast
Asia.
"We held the line. We
stopped the falling of the dominoes," he said in 1985 at the
20th anniversary of the Army's
Brigade's
Airborne
173rd
assignment to Vietnam. "It's not
that we lost the war militarily.
The fact is, we as a nation did
not make good our commitment
to the South Vietnamese."
As commander of U.S. forces
in Vietnam. Westmoreland oversaw the introduction of ground
troops in South Vietnam and a
dramatic increase in the number
of U.S. troops there. He also
sought in vain permission to
engage enemy forces in their
sanctuaries in Cambodia, Laos
and North Vietnam.
American support for the war

from active duty in 1972 but
continued to lecture and participate in veterans' activities.
"I met him a couple of
South
former
times,"
Vietnamese Maj. Gen. Nguyen
Huu Hanh, who witnessed the
fall of Saigon, said Tuesday."He
was a good man."
A decade after his retirement.
Westmoreland fought another
battle involving Vietnam.
In 1982, he filed a $120 million lawsuit against CBS over a
documentary -The Uncounted
Enemy: A Vietnam Deception,"
which implied he had deceived
Westmoreland
President Johnson and the pubenemy troop strength
suffered a tremendous blow near lic about
Vietnam.
in
and's
the end of Westmorel
At the time. Westmoreland
tenure when enemy forces
the question "is not about
said
attacked several cities and towns
the war in Vietnam was
whether
throughout South Vietnam in
wrong, but whether in
or
right
what is known as the Tet
a television network
land
our
Offensive in 1968. Though
honorable man of his
an
rob
can
the
off
fought
Westmoreland
."
reputation
public
American
the
attacks,
After an 18-week trial in
remained stunned that the
enemy had gained access to the New York, the case was settled
U.S. Embassy in Saigon, even if shortly before it was to go to the
jury.
only for a few hours.
Childs
William
After the event, President
near
born
was
and
Westmorel
further
Lyndon Johnson limited
26,
March
on
S.C..
g,
troops;
Spartanbur
in
increases
Westmoreland was recalled to 1914, into a banking and textile
Washington to serve as the U.S. family.
He attended The Citadel for a
Army Chief of Staff after asking
for reinforcements in response year before transferring to West
Point. He graduated in 1936 and,
to the attacks.
Later, after many of the during his senior year, held the
wounds caused by the divisive highest command position in the
heal, cadet corps.
to
began
conflict
Westmoreland led thousands of
his comrades in the November
1982 veterans march in
Washington to dedicate the
Vietnam War Memorial.
He called it "one of the most
emotional and proudest experiences of my life."
After his four-year tour in
Vietnam, Westmoreland was
promoted to Army chief of staff
from 1968 to 1972. He retired
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-Gen. William
Westmoreland
Commander of US. Forces,
Vietnam, 1964-1968
Westmoreland saw action in
North Africa, Sicily and Europe
during World War II. He attained
the rank of colonel by the time
he was 30.
As commander of the 34th
Field Artillery Battalion fighting
German Field Marshal Erwin
Rommel, he earned the loyalty
and respect of his troops for
joining in the thick of battle
rather than remaining behind the
lines at a command post.
He was promoted to brigadier
general during the Korean War
and later'served in the Pentagon
under Army Chief of Staff
Maxwell Taylor. Westmoreland
became the superintendent of
West Point in 1960 and, by
1964, was a three-star general
commanding American troops
in Vietnam.
In his autobiography, "A
Soldier Reports," Westmoreland
wrote that in Vietnam, while he
"tried to avoid any vendetta
against the press," he sometimes

resented the time he had to
spend correcting "errors, misinterpretations, judgments and
falsehoods" contained in news
reports.
But he wrote that the press is
"such a bulwark of the American
system, that it is well to tolerate
some mistakes and derelictions
to make every effort to assure
that total freedom and independence continue to exist."
In later years, Westmoreland
often spoke to Vietnam veterans' groups, accepting invita-

tions to visit seterans' groups in
all 50 states, his son said.
-That became, in effect, his
raison d'etre," the younger
Westmoreland recalled. "He did
have a point of view on Vietnam
but he did not speak about that.
He was not out there trying to
justify anything."
In addition to his son.
survivors
Westmoreland's
and
Katherine.
wife,
include his
two daughters. Katherine and
Margaret.
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The funeral for Ms. Edith L. Paschall will be Wednesday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev.
Joel Frizzell will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Rodney Ray, Doug Ray, Jared Ray. Jason
Chadwick, Noble On and Frank Turner, active; and Harold
Wilkinson and Elisha Taylor, honorary. Burial will follow in the
Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Ms. Paschall, 84, Gilbert Street, Hazel, died Sunday, July 17,
2005, at 6:35 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Bobby Gene(Mk) Wiggins
One sister, Elizabeth Hill, preceded her in death. Born Dec. 7.
18,
July
Monday,
died
Bobby Gene (foJo) Wiggins, 70, Sedalia,
she was the daughter of the late Toy Paschall and Melo On
1920,
2005, at 2:40 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Paschall.
A retired farmer, he had also been employed for 23 years at Merit
Survivors include one niece, Mrs. Sharon Ray and husband.
No.
Lodge
Cuba
of
member
a
He
was
Clothing Company, Mayfield.
Puryear, Tenn.; two great-nephews, Doug Ray and wife.
Gerald,
644 of Free and Accepted Masons.
Angie, and Rodney Ray and wife, Paula, one great-great-nephew.
Preceding him in death were one son, Joe David Wiggins, one
Ray, and two great-great-nieces, Hannah Ray and Mackenzie
Jared
sister, Carlene Dublin, and one brother, L.C. Wiggins. He was the
of Hazel.
all
Ray,
Wiggins.
son of the late Novel Ed Wiggins and Ellen Mae Warren
one
Wiggins;
Thompson
Rose
Mrs.
wife,
Survivors include his
daughter, Mrs. Gale Anderson and husband, Scott, Murray; one son, Gene E. Trimble
The funeral for Gene E. Trimble was Monday at 1 p.m. in the
Larry Gene Wiggins and wife, Kristie, Mayfield; one stepdaughter,
ann & King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Mrs. Susan Hamlin and husband, Pat, Sedalia; one stepson, Jeffrey chapel of Filbeck-C
Burial was in the Briensburg Cemetery.
officiated.
Conner
Howard
Miller,
Sue
Hayden and wife, Erica, Fancy Farm; two sisters, Mrs.
died Friday. July 15, 2005, at
Concord,
New
64,
Trimble,
Mr.
brother,
one
Mo.;
Kennett,
Jackson,
Dean
Orlando, Ha., and Mrs.
Hospital.
County
lloway
at
Murray-Ca
p.m.
12:03
Paul Wiggins, Cuba; ex-wife, Peggy Ann Wiggins; nine grandchilsisters preceded him in death.
two
and
Trimble,
Tony
son,
One
dren; two gseat-grandchildren.
the late Walter Scott Trimble and Lillie Bell
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Bym He was the son of
Trimble.
Coomer
Vodie
Rev.
and
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. L.C. Godwin
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Ramona Conner and husJackson will officiate.
Kevin, Dexter, Ms. Essie Trimble, Murray. and Mrs. Pam
band,
Pallbearers will be Tommy Willett, Kenneth Willett, Gene
and husband, John, Benton; two sons, Michael Trimble and
Bradley
Frank
Holfield,
Vernon
Pritchard, Bill Harding, Michael Sams,
Murray, and Walter Trimble, Hardin; two sisters, Mrs.
Turner and Curt Harpole. Burial will follow in the Lynnville wife, Rhonda,
Cadiz, and Mrs. Gustie Henson. Benton; one brothFutrell,
Golene
Pentecostal Church Cemetery.
Murray; six grandchildren, Matthew Conner.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. er, Garland Trimble,
Conner, Kimberley Freeman, Jackson Bradley
Khara
Conner,
Casey
Wednesday.
and McKenzie Bradley; special friend, Techie Copeland.

Westmoreland, commander of U.S. troops in Vietnam, dies at age 91
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COMMUNITY
Glory Bound Entertainment will
feature two groups this week

Engagement

Sisters Forever from Paducah and Hallelujah Singers from Western Kentucky
will be the two groups to be featured at
Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday from
7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center.
Both of these groups sing southern
gospel.
This weekly event is sponsored by Goshen
United Methodist Church. The public is
Jo's
and there is no charge. Items for
Datebook invited
Line will be taken.
Need
By Jo Burkeen
For more information call Joe Lawrence
Community
753-5643 or Renee Taylor at 753-8124.
at
Editor

Oaks ladies plan meeting
A special meeting of the Oaks Country Club Ladies will
be Wednesday immediately after golf play at 11:30 a.m. The
purpose of the meeting will be to discuss purchases for the
club and clubhouse. All members are urged to attend this
important meeting.

Photo provideo

Local resident and Western KY/TN Stitchers member
Carol Whitton completes a dimensional needlework ornament designed by nationally known needlework teacher
and designer Carole Lake who will be featured in "A Visit
with Carole Lake" Friday at 6 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Murray.

East lists registration events
Parents or guardians may pick up student registration packets at East Elementary School on Wednesday from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. or Thursday from 4 to 7:30 p.m. Parents are asked to
pay the $15 per student school fee (the fee is waived for free
and reduced lunch families).

Needlework teacher and designer
to present special program Friday
The Western KY/TN StitchChapter of The Embroiderers' Guild of America wel;miles the public to a "Visit
. With C3r.ok Lake," a one hour
• bent this Friday at 6 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church,
, 1620 West Main Street, Murray. Light refreshments will be
sered.
Mary Renquist, president of
the chapter. said "Lake is one
, of the most popular needlepoint teachers in the United
States today. She is an avid
,•
supporter of the American
• Needlepoint Guild and The
• Embroiderers Guild of Amerors

As a math major from Rice
University. mother of two sons.
faculty wife and a life long
Texan. Lake reflects strong
courage and unique creative
insights. -Lake inspires created
insights and uses common and
uncommon threads and the symbolism of color to create special effects with texture in her

Courage is
being afraid
but going on
anyhow. -Dan Rather

needlework designs.
She shared how the joy in
her work has given her strength
and commitment to overcome
serious injuries after being hit
as a pedestrian while teaching
far away from her home.
Lake is in the local area to
instruct chapter members at an
all day workshop on Saturday.
They will use canvas and
metallic threads to make a
needlework supplies case project called Silver Threads and
Golden Needles. Several new
twisty stitches and do-it-yourself finishing techniques will
be included.
Some of her designs will
be on display at the Friday event
and others are available on her
web
site
at
www.carolelake.com.
Reservations are not needed and the public is invited
to hear Lake
is Friday
evening. For more iiiThaiio.
contact Renquist at 436-5824.

Scott Kellie of Murray was
awarded the degree of doctor
of medicine at the spring commencement of the University
of Louisville Medical School.
Kellie graduated cum laude
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Many other programs. Purchase & Refinance. All (7redit Grades!
Call 270-753-7407 or stop in 111 N. 12th Si.. Suite B • Murray, KY
10111001

Sewing By Steven
weew
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

Radke and Leddy
Paul and Rosanne Radke of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Jessica Jean
Radke, to Jeffrey Jacob Leddy, son of Sam and Sissy Leddy
of Jackson, Miss.
Miss Radke is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Evans
of Frankfort, the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe Radke of Milwaukee.
Wis., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hamilton of Waukesha.
Wis.
Mr. Leddy is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest A. Kraft
Sr. and Mrs. Katherine P. Leddy and the Sam W. Leddy Sr..
all of Caaton, Miss.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Murray High School
and a 2004 graduate with a bachelor of arts in public relations of Mississippi State University. She is a member of Chi
Omega. She is employed by the Marriot Corporation.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate with bachelor of arts
and MBA business administration degrees of Mississippi State
University. He is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon. He is
employed with the Federal Government Internal Revenue Service.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 30, 2005, at 6 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church. Murray.
tives and friends are invited.

Kellie receives degree at Louisville

Tired of Renting - Hine no money to purchase?
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Twin Lakes Club will meet

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Murray High School Class
of 1980 will have its 25-year
reunion on Sept. 3 (Saturday
of Labor Day weekend) at 7
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Invitations will be mailed and

Support group to meet Thursday

Murray Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the classroom of Center for Health &
Wellness, Murray. Jenny Jordan, case manager of Center for
Comprehensive Services, Paducah, will present the program.
For more information contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Goshen promotion Thursday

Goshen United Methodist Church will have a rebate day
on Thursday at Captain D's. Customers are requested to place
their receipts in the container marked for Goshen.

CCHS Class of 1986 plans meeting

Any member of the Calloway County High School Class
of 1986 is invited to attend a meeting to begin the planning
for the 20-year reunion on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's.
For more information contact Dana Cunningham Prescott at
759-4329 or Tammy Miller McCallon at 435-4170.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or l877-447-2004.

Singles will meet tonight
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
For information call Mike at 759-3180, Helen at 761-3141 or
Pat at 489-2909.

Touchdown Club will meet
The Touchdown Club of Calloway County High School
will meet tonight at 6 p.m. at the field house. This is a very
important meeting, so please plan to attend. If you are on a
committee, please be prepared to give a report on your progress.

Alumni and Associates plan promotion
The

Scott Kellie

MHS Class of 1980 plans
reunion in September

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

and was elected to membership in the Alpha Omega Alpha
medical honor society.
Prior to attending the University of Louisville, Dr. Kellie received his bachelor of
science degee in biology, magna
cum laude, from the University of Kentucky where he was
a Singletary Scholar.
He is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
is the son of Andrew and Diane
Kellie of Murray.
Dr. Kellie is currently a resident in internal medicine at
Jewish Hospital, Cincinnati,
Ohio. He will begin a residency in radiation oncology at
University Hospital, Louisville,
next summer.

Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobile Club of
America will have its monthly dinner meeting on Thursday at
6 p.m. at Majestic Steak House, Draffenville. The club is
open to anyone with an interest in antique automobiles. Visitors are always welcome. For more information contact Howard
Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry Ridgley at 753-1829.

classmates or family members
of classmates are encouraged
to contact Kathy McNutt at
753-0534 or Mary Wooldridge
at 753-3304. All teachers from
1976-80 are invited to attend.

45106,44
014:10
,'• ,y
,1,6104

Alumni and Associates of Calloway County High
School; will have a rebate night at Captain D's today. All
proceeds will go to help enhance the education of the students through classroom and club donations, special requests
and scholarships. Customers are asked place their receipts in
the box on the counter for the group.

TOPS Chapter will meet
A new chapter of TOPS (take off pounds sensibly), a nonprofit weight-loss support group has been organized. The chapter will meet each Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. Weigh-in will be from 8:30 to 9 a.m. with the meeting to be held from 9 to 10 a.m. For more information call
Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway Public Library. The community room will be available at 5:30 p.m. and the meeting will start promptly at 6
p.m. The program will be a showing of the Kentucky
Heritage Quilt Society Challenge quilts.

CCP.% Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision
Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in room
215
at the school. This is open to the public.

Free sports physicals available
Free sports physicals

will be given for all athletes in middle and high school at either Murray Independent
or Calloway
County School Systems at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital from 8 a.m. to noon on July 23 and 30 at
the MCCH
Outpatient Services. All screenings will be
provided by volunteer physicians and nurses. All athletes are
required to have
a physical, either at the free clinic or by a
physician. For
more information call Allison Lancaster at 762-1832.
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Storewide Clearance up to
Now thru July 29th!

Lee Jewelry Artisans
Where your uleas turn to gold
University Square • 305-D North 12th • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-1141

KIDSIONMENT SALE
IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
MAYFIELD
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July 22 & 23 Drop Off
July 16 - 30•Shopping Plaza

PADUCAH
Aug. 5 /k6 Drop Off
Aug.9 • 20 amid 1.5.171 •Gores - Lone Oak Rd.

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929

www.kKisignment.net
The Only Air Conditioned Sale
Money & clothing ready for pick up at end
of sale —
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Former MSU administrator honored with Governor's reps to be
in region next week
dedication at Southwest Missouri State
By NATHAN CLINKENBEARD
Staff Writer
As one of four former Southwest
Missouri State presidents honored in a centennial celebration on May 20, Dr. Marshall
Gordon had a plaza dedicated for him in an
area just west of Carrington Hall.the first
building erected on SMS's campus.
In September 2004, the University Board
of Governors decided to honor four of the
college's eight presidents on campus.
Including Gordon, these four presidents
combined for 30 years of service. Four others already had buildings named in their
honor.
Gordon, a former administrator at
Mureray State University, said it was great
to have all the presidents recognized at the
celebration, and he is honored to have the
plaza named for him.
"Obviously, I'm very pleased with this
honor," he said via telephone. "We spent
nine years at Southwest Missouri State
doing the best job we could."
Gordon spent 18 years as an organic
chemist and administrator at MSU before he
left in 1983 to serve as Southwest Missouri
State's seventh president, a position he held
until 1992.
"I had a wonderful time at Murray State

with my 13 years of teaching and doing
research," he said. "I had wonderful students, and I miss teaching and the interaction I had with the students. It wasn't until
1975 that I got into administration with Dr.
Curris."
After his time at Murray State, Gordon
led SMS through a period of growth academically, structurally and athletically.
Academically, Gordon began offering
Presidential Scholarships and attracted more
National Merit Scholars. By 1987, SMS has
more National Merit Finalists enrolled than
any of the 372 institutions in the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities.
"I felt if we gave full scholarships to athletes, why couldn't we give them to students
for academics?" Gordon said.
With those students came a need for
physical growth. Two new residence halls
were built and a new classroom building
was constructed. Briggs Stadium was
expanded and renamed Robert W. Plaster
Sports Complex to accommodate more than
10,000 more fans and the Juanita K.
Hammons Hall for the Performing Arts was
added to the campus.
The David D. Glass Hall was finished in
1988 providing a home for the College of

Business Administration and other campus
buildings went through renovation projects.
Gordon also prioritized campus beautification with Ozarks native stone and flowering
trees and shrubs.
When Larry K.ramer's controversial play
addressing the AIDS epidemic, "The
Normal Heart," came to SMS's campus in
November 1989, Gordon defended the play
depsite threats by a state legislator and some
community members. He was also recognized in 1990 by the American College
Theater Festival Midwest Conference for his
support of the play.
National attention came the Bears way
during Gordon's tenure in office as the
Division I-AA football team reached the
postseason for the first time in school history in 1989 and then repeated the effort the
following year.
The men's basketball team had a sevenyear run of postseason play while the
women's basietball team reached the Final
Four in 1992.
Gordon resides in Springfield. Mo. and
chose not to continue teaching after his
tenure as president of Southwest Missouri
State.
Kristin Taylor contributed to this story.

Condemning, unforgiving people
Question: Why are some
people so condemning and
unforgiving? What can be
done to bring about a change
in these attitudes? What
would Jesus do?
Answer: I believe these attitudes come from a tendency
toward self-righteousness.
Self-righteous people often feel
a personal responsibility to
expose every sin or evil in
order to destroy it. Although
we must not be naive about
Satan's power and influence in
our world, we must also
remember that God's power to
rescue sinners is greater. Zeal
against sin and evil must be
matched with a greater desire to
save one another from the
power of Satan and sin. Jesus
said,"For God did not send his
Son into the world to condemn
the world, but to save the world
through him"(John 3:17 N1V).
An old quote says,"Where
faults are thick, love is thin."
In contrast, the Bible makes it
clear that love finds joy in covering sin through the forgiveness God offers instead of finding joy in exposing it.
Consider the following:
"Whoever turns a sinner from
the error of his way will save
him from death and cover over
a multitude of sins"(James
5:20). "Love is patient, love is
kind ... it keeps no record of
wrongs. Love does not delight
in evil but rejoices with the
truth. It always protects,
always trusts, always perseveres"(I Corinthians 13:4-7).
Love does not deny the reality
of sin nor that those who do
wrong must change, but love is
also eager to help one change.
Love doesn't go looking for
sin; but if sin is found, love is
ready to do almost anything to
forgive. That's what God did in
giving His Son for a sinful
world (John 3:16).
Jesus also made it clear that
our sins do not have to be fatal
or final. Remember how He
warned Peter? Yet Peter still
denied Jesus with cursing and
swearing (Matthew 27:74).
Although he wept bitterly over
what he did, Peter did not give
up his faith in Jesus. After his
resurrection, Jesus asked Peter,
"Do you love me?" Peter
answered,"Yes, Lord, you
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•Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl, Hardwood.
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
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What Would
Jesus Do?
By Richard Youngblood
Church of Christ Minister
know that I love you." Then
Jesus showed how he was willing to forgive and trust Peter
again by giving him another
chance. He said to Peter three
times,"Feed my lambs ... take

care of my sheep... Feed my
sheep"(John 21:15-17). Jesus
entrusted Peter with his most
valued possession, the care of
his followers.
In spite of our human ten-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Gov. Ernie Fletcher will have representatives throughout the
region during July to address any questions or concerns from
constituents.
A representative will be in Murray from 1 to 2 p.m. July 26 at the Calloway County Courthouse. Representatives also will be at
the Graves County Courthouse from 2 to 3 p.m. July 27
No appointment is necessary and all locations are open to the
public.

Insurance representatives
will be at Kentucky Dam
Special to the Ledger
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. the
from
Representatives
Kentucky Office of Insurance
will be at the Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park on
July 20.
Consumers are invited to stop
by anytime between 1 to 4 p.m.
at Lodge 166 on Upper Village
Drive to talk to KOI staff members, to file a complaint or to
obtain publications.
A separate ethics course for
agents also will be held.
"These sessions are an
important part of our outreach to

two of the groups we serve —
agents and consumers," KOI
Executive Director Glenn
Jennings said. "In addition to
providing this educational session for agents, we want to be
available to consumers who
might have questions about an
insurance product or who need
to discuss a particular situation
with a KOI staff member. We
encourage consumers to stop by
to see us when we are in the
area.KOI is an agency of the
Environmental and Public
Protection Cabinet.

ADVERTISE WITH US!753-1916!

dency to be critical, condemning and unforgiving, we need.to
learn from Jesus to offer judgment tempered with mercy and
forgiveness. Aren't you glad
God does not treat us like we
sometimes treat one another?

i. Randall A. Hutchens
ttit
Law

Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th. Murray, KY
42071: Email: universitychurrh@murray-ky.net or
phone (270)753-1881
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Experience
Huatireis
of Tristr as Meds
a Prosecutor &
Defense Attorney!

Attorney at
Hutchens Professional Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-4LAW (4529)
• Criminal Defense & DUI's
• Divorce & Family Law
• Bankruptcy--Chapter 7
• Mediation
• Auto Accidents
-Integrity and Experience workingfor you."
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Rudolph portrayed as cowardly terrorist, gets life
By The Associated Press
the life terms worked out in a
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. (AP) plea deal. "For the professed
- Confessed serial bomber Eric goal of saving human life you
Rudolph had been compared killed. Those are riddles I cannot
with Ku Klux Klan killers, Nazi testily e."
murderers and the Sept. I I
Standing before the judge in
hijackers by the time a judge a red jail uniform and with
sent him to prison tor life.
shackles around his ankles,
"Make no mistake: Eric Rudolph jabbed at the air as he
Rudolph is an American terror- compared legalized abortion to
ist," said prosecutor Mike primitive rituals of killing newWhisonant. borns.
invoking the
"Abortion on demand is a
image
return to the ancient practice of
of
planes flying
infanticide," said Rudolph, who
sill he sentenced to tw 0 more
into
the
World Frade life terms without parole next
Center dur- month for the 1996 Olympics
i
n
g bombing and two additional
Rudolph's bombings in Atlanta in 1997.
sentencing
The death of the Birmingham
police
on
Monday.
officer and the grave
Rudolph
But injuries suffered by the nurse
Rudolph didn't give an inch. He were justified because both
nodded as a victim described worked at an abortion clinic,
him as remorseless for a deadly Rudolph claimed. Abortion, he
abortion clinic bombing and said, must be fought with "deadsmirked at a description of him ly force."
buying bomb components on
He pleaded guilty to all the
,Christmas Eve.
cases in April in a deal that let
Blowing up a cop more than him avoid the possibility of a
seven years ago was OK, death penalty. As a key part of
Rudolph told the court in a deep, the agreement, he directed
defiant voice, since the officer authorities to about 250 pounds
worked at an "abortion mill."
of dynamite hidden in the woods
"The state is no longer the of western North Carolina,
protector of the innocent, pro- where he spent more than five
moting values that challenge the years in hiding before his capdarker angels of human nature, ture in 2003.
but now it is the handmaiden of
Calling the murder of aborthe new hedonism, supporting tion providers justifiable to save
the citizen in a lifestyle of self- the lives of children and railing
ishness and decadence," said against the permissiveness of
Rudolph. gesturing with both pop culture. Rudolph spoke for
hands.
more than 10 minutes before the
An unrepentant Rudolph crowded courtroom in a ramgave an impassioned defense of bling justification of the
his murderous bombing of a Birmingham bombing.
Birmingham abortion clinic as a
"What I did on January 29,
judge sentenced him to two life 1998, was pull back the lid on
sentences and victims confront- this stinking, vat of vomit,
ed him in court for the first time. revealing the murderers behind
The wife of the policeman the new 'progressive' society,"
killed in the blast and a nurse said Rudolph, who has pormaimed in the storm of shrapnel trayed himself as a faithful
described him as a cowardly Christian in jailhouse writings
bumbler.
and statements.
"I faced five pounds of dynaEarlier, Rudolph nodded and
mite and hundreds of nails yet I occasionally shook his head as
survived," said the nurse, Emily he was confronted by the wife of
Lyons. "Do I look afraid? You police officer Robert Sanderson,
damaged my body, but you did who was killed in the clinic
not create the fear you sought."
bombing, and Lyons, the nurse
"In the name of faith you wjip survive4 devastatin
hate,iftS. Districi 444164,4
0 s inclatlitig the Ittoinf
Lynw
*th. who impeisedmi4lik eye.

Birrnmgham News/AP Photo

Felicia Sanderson, widow of Birmingham police officer Robert Sanderson (portrait)
who
was killed in the bombing of an abortion clinic, speaks to the reporters gathered
in front
of the federal courthouse Monday in Birmingham, Ala., after confessed
bomber Eric
Rudolph was sentenced to life in prison without parole.
Standing with her back to smile and a nod, just as he did than 100, as well as 1997 bombRudolph, Felicia Sanderson said when Lyons said he showed no ings at an abortion clinic
and
Rudolph robbed her of years remorse for the Birmingham gay bar in Atlanta.
with her husband and devastated bombing.
In sentencing Rudolph to life
the lives of her two sons, who
Rudolph, 38, pleaded guilty in the federal government's sowere close to Sanderson.
in April to setting off a remote- called "Supermax" prison in
"Eric Rudolph is responsible controlled bomb that maimed Colorado, the judge
compared
for every tear my two sons have Lyons and killed the officer out- Rudolph to the
killers of Nazi
shed. He caused their pain, and I side the New Woman All Germany and the
Ku Klux
despise him for it," said Women Health Care in down- Klansman who bombed
a
Sanderson.
town Birmingham.
Birmingham church a few
Seated at the prosecution
He also faces sentencing blocks away from the courttable on the other side of the Aug. 22 in Atlanta for the 1996 house in 1963, killing
four black
courtroom from the defense, Olympics bombing that killed girls.
Lyons called Rudolph a "domes- one woman and injured more
Smith ordered Rudolph to
tic terrorist" who wasn't nearly
as smart as he portrays himself.
KEEP COOL WITH A
Recounting a trail of physical
evidence that included sales
GE HI-EFFICIENCY
receipts linking Rudolph to
ROOM AIR CONDITIONER!
bomb components and dynamite
• 6.000 to 24.000 BTU
smeared all through his trailer
near Murphy, N.C., Lyons said
•All Neu Models Equipped
Rudolph was hardly a master
uith the Energy Saver
criminal.
"Thank you, Eric, for leaving
such wonderful evidence for
us," she said.
We
Brana5
Rudolph responded with a
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pay SI million in restitution to
victims but also acknowledged
that the serial bomber was
broke. A fraction of the money.
plus $200 in court fees, will
come from the S1,600 in cash
found in Rudolph's trailer after
he disappeared into the woods in
1998, Smith said.
In Rudolph's statement — his
first extended comments in public
he lashed out at abortion
and the women's clinic that performs them.
"What they did was partici
pate in the murder and dismemberment of upward of 50 children a week," he said. Abortion
is murder, Rudolph said, adding:
"I believe that deadly force is
indeed justified in an attempt to
stop it."
Diane Derzis, the owner of
the clinic that Rudolph bombed,
sat in the witness box just a few
feet from Rudolph and talked
about creeks, trees and all the
little things in life the outdoorsman would miss while spending
the rest of his life in prison.
"I think you chose a fate far
worse than death," Derzis said
of the plea deal."So my wish for
you is that you live a very long
life."
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The fall semester begins airing
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/Gospel Meeting
July 17-21
Antioch Church of Chris
Speaker:

Steve Johnson
Minister ofNorth Lexington Chttrch ofChrist
Lexington, Ky.

Selected Designers & Fragrances Excluded

Save 25% on New Fall Fashions!

SLTNDAY MORNING SERVICES:
BIBLE STUDY 900 • PREACHING 10:00

Meal after morning service
EACH EVENING SERVICE 730

4S-A.

Everyone is invited to attend the services.
For more information call
(270) 345-3151 or (270) 328-8247

DOORS OPEN WEDNESDAY 12 NOON 9 PM
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Thoroughbreds add 10 signees for
Special to the Ledger
The Murray State Thoroughbred
baseball team recently announced the
signing of 10 players for the 2006
season.
very
"We're
excited about this
recruiting class,"
'Breds head coach
McDonald
Rob
said. "These guys
are what we search
for as students, athletes and young
men. We are thrilled with their potential to help our program."
The 2006 recruiting class is filled
with a blend of talent, including six
incoming freshmen, two junior college transfers and two Division I
transfers who will play next season
as seniors.

The following is a closer look at
the newest 'Breds.
Kalen Gibson: The first of two
Division I transfers to join Murray
State in 2006 is the 6-foot-2, 190pound Gibson from Slaughters, Ky.
Gibson pitched three seasons at
the University of Kentucky, appearing in 55 games (27 as a starter),
going 12-9 with a 5.13 earned-run average while striking out 141 batters in
175-1/3 innings (7.2 per nine innings).
As a freshman reliever in 2003,
Gibson led the Wildcats in ERA
(3.41), saves (4) and opponent's batting average (.246), and tied the team
lead in appearances (26).
In high school, Gibson led Webster County to back-to-back Kentucky
state Final Four appearances his junior and senior seasons.

Hobbs: UK needs
to prepare for life
without Morris
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
With Randolph Morris' possible return now in the hands
of the NCAA, Kentucky assistant basketball coach David
Hobbs said Monday that the
Wildcats must prepare to play
without him.
Speaking during the annual
Southeastern Conference coaches' teleconference, Hobbs —
subbing for head coach Tubby
Smith, who is on vacation —
said he thinks there is "no
question" that if the NCAA rules
Morris to be eligible, the 6foot-10 sophomore-to-be would
have to sit out as many as
nine games.
"We obviously have to be
in a situation to move on without him, at least temporarily,"
Hobbs said.
Morris started 33 of 34
games at center as a freshman
for Kentucky, averaging 8.8
points and 4.2 rebounds per
game but also leading the team
in fouls. Kentucky finished 286, and Morris played his two
best games of the season in
the NCAA tournament, in a
win over Cincinnati and a double-overtime loss to Michigan
State in a regional final.
Afterward, Morris returned
to his hometown of Atlanta
and from there informed Smith
via fax that he planned to enter
his name in the NBA draft.
When the June 21 deadline for
Morris to withdraw from the
draft passed, it was assumed

Morris had played his final
game for the Wildcats.
Morris, however, was not one
of the 60 players taken in the
June 28 draft. A little-used
NCAA rule would allow Morris to return to Kentucky, if
he reimbursed all the expenses of any NBA workouts in
which he participated. he asked
Kentucky athletic director Mitch
Barnhart for reinstatement within 30 days of the draft and if
Barnhart agreed to take him
back.
But that rule wouldn't apply
if Morris had a written or oral
agreement with an agent. Sports
agency SFX issued a statement
from Morris on June 21, but
Morris' father, Ralph, has said
his son had not hired an agent.
According to a joint statement issued Thursday by the
university and the NCAA, "the
first question the(NCAA)reinstatement staff must determine
is did the student-athlete cross
the threshold and professionalize him or herself to the
point where reinstatement is
not warranted."
If reinstatement is warranted,"the reinstatement staff considers the specifics of a particular violation to determine
if conditions are warranted."
That's where Moths' situation now stands, Hobbs said.
"He has sent all the things
that he needs to send for the
petition for reinstatement,"
Hobbs said.

Brown's tenure with
Pistons appears over
DETROIT (AP) — After
winning one NBA title with
Detroit and falling a victory
short of another, Larry Brown
appears headed toward a
breakup with the Pistons.
Team president of basketball operations Joe Dumars and
Brown's agent, Joe Glass, had
one of their many conversations Monday, attempting to
reach a resolution after weeks
of negotiations about the
coach's future.
"We have not agreed to anything with Larry and there is
no buyout yet," Dumars told
The Associated Press on Monday night. "Both sides are still
talking."
Two years ago, Detroit
signed Brown to a five-year
contract worth about $25 million, plus incentive bonuses.
Messages seeking comment
were left Monday afternoon
and night with Brown and his
agent.
Brown and Glass met with
Dumars and Pistons owner Bill
Davidson last week, but both
sides declined to say whether
Brown would return for a third
season.
Other than traveling to suburban Detroit for the meeting,
Brown has been resting, on
doctor's orders, at his vacation home in New York since
he checked out of a hospital
nearly three weeks ago.
The 64-year-old Brown was
hospitalized for treatment of a
medical problem that developed from complications following hip surgery in Novem-

Andrew Bishop: The other Division 1 transfer is Bishop, a 6-2, 180pound left-handed pitcher from
Arkansas State University.
Bishop, a native of Grandville,
Mich., pitched for the Indians in 2005
after pitching for a National Junior
College Athletic Association national
championship team at Lincoln Trail
College.
At ASU, Bishop went 3-2 in 17
appearances in 40-2/3 innings. Bishop made his first career start against
the 'Breds on Feb. 22 in Jonesboro,
a 7-4 Arkansas State victory.
At Lincoln Trail, Bishop struck
out 28 batters in 33 innings in 2004.
William Lawrence: Lawrence has
spent the last two seasons at St.
Charles Community College in Cottleville, Mo.

The 6-2, 205-pound right-handed
pitcher from 0'Fallon, Ill., has a fastball in the mid-80s.
As a freshman at St. Charles,
Lawrence went 5-4 with one save
and a 3.04 ERA, allowing 38 hits in
46'innings.
Jon Newton: Newton, a 6-5 lefthanded pitcher, comes to MSU from
Rend Lake College in Ina, Ill.
Newton, a native of Slaughters,
who pitched at Webster County High
School and also starred on the Trojans' basketball team, was highly
recruited by several Division I schools
after his junior season at Webster County.
However, Newton tore his anterior cruciate ligament, medial collateral ligament and meniscus in his knee
in January 2002. After surgery on

O See 'BREDS Page 2B

Cardinals 11, Brewers 4

Cardinals' slugger Albert Pujols Is congratulated by John Rodriguez, left, as he crosses homepiate in
front of Brewers' catcher Damian Miller and umpire Jerry Layne in the fourth inning Monday at Busch
Stadium. Pubis homered, singled, doubled and scored four times in the Cards' 11-4 win.

Pu'ols leads Cards'onslaught
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Matt
Moths won his 11th game
without his best stuff. The
St. Louis Cardinals' offense
pulled him
through.
Albert
Pujols
homered,
•
,
singled,
V
doubled
4. v..and scored
four times, pacing a I4-hit
attack in an 11-4 victory over
the Milwaukee Brewers on
Monday night.
"Luckily we scored some
runs and I was able to make
it through five innings and
let the bullpen take over,"
Moths said. "I was happy to

get through it. It was 80 which had won five of its
pitches and it felt like 120." previous six games. Carlos Lee
Mark Grudzielanek had singled twice and doubled his
three hits and three RBIs and first three at-bats after enterAbraham Nunez had two hits ing 0-for-23 against St. Louis
and three RBIs for the Car- this season, and Rickie Weeks
dinals, who are an NL-best hit an upper-deck solo homer
60-32 and have won 10 of to left in the ninth, a drive
12. They are 6-1 against the off Cal Eldred estimated at
Brewers and 30-9 against the 460 feet.
But Milwaukee committed
NL Central.
"I don't make anything of two early errors, both by
it until the season is in the Weeks, that led to two
book," manager Tony La unearned runs that helped the
Russa said. "The Milwaukee Cardinals pull away.
"I've got to learn to slow
club, they've got a lot of live
talent out there and they just down and let the game Come
came off beating Washington , to me," Weeks said.
Pujols walked and scored
and Atlanta."
Geoff Jenkins hit a two- in the first, singled and scored
run homer for Milwaukee, in the third, hit his 24th homer

with a man on in the fourth
and doubled in the sia before
fouling out in the seventh.
He is batting .464 (13-for28) against Milwaukee this
year with three homers and
nine RBIs.
"Albert's having an Albert
year," La Russa said. "He's
just such a tough out."
Moms (11-2) scattered
eight hits over five innings,
allowing two runs. He labored
through most of the outing,
then finished by striking out
Jenkins and Bill Hall with
two on in the fifth.
Morris is 11-4 against the
Brewers, although this was
his first victory against them
since 2003.

Titans reach agreement with Bills for Henry
this is out of the way."

In granting Henry's trade demand, the
Former UT tailback
Bills provided the running back a
his colg of sorts after he played
returns to Tennessee in ¶cominlege
career at Tennessee. He is the Vol-

Reports on Monday suggested Larry Brown and
Detroit management were
negotiating a buyout of
the head coach's contract,
which would end his tenure
with the Pistons.
ber and persisted after a second procedure in March. He
checked into the Mayo Clinic
the morning after last month's
NBA draft, less than a week
after Detroit lost Game 7 of
the finals at San Antonio.
Brown has said if doctors
deemed him healthy enough,
he wanted to return next season to coach the Pistons, and
insisted he wouldn't lead another NBA team from the sideline. Still, there have been
reports that the New York
Knicks would not hire a new
coach until they knew for sure
that Brown was not available.

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) — The
last thing Travis Henry wanted was another season in Willis McGahee's shadow in
Buffalo. The last thing the Bills wanted
was the distraction a disgruntled player
can cause.
The problems were solved Monday when
Bills president Tom Donahoe announced
he traded Henry to the Tennessee Titans
for a third-round pick in next year's draft.
"We're really glad that it's over," Donahoe said. "Tennessee gave us the best
offer and gave us really what we were
looking for."
The deal ends a standoff between the
team and player after Henry vowed not
to play the final year of his contract with
Buffalo next season. Henry, the Bills' former starter, did not attend the team's
minicamp sessions last spring, unhappy
after losing his job to McGahee in October.
Donahoe said he didn't .ant the disgruntled player's status to become a distraction once the Bills report for training
camp July 29.
"We're really not interested in having
players here that don't want to be hem.
It just creates a distraction." Donahoe

The Buffalo Bills announced on
Monday the trade of running back
Travis Henry (20) to the Tennessee
Titans for a third-round pick In next
year's draft.
said. "The focus should be on the football team. It shouldn't be on individuals,
on contracts, players that are disgruntled.
... I think it's good for our team that
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the knee that February, Newton
returned to the mound five months
later and earned a scholarship to Rend
Lake.
Marc Harmon: The first of thi
freshman recruits to sign with the
'Breds was Marc Harmon, a 6-4, 200pound right-handed pitcher from Floyd
Central High School in Floyd's Knob,
Ind.
Harmon possesses an upper 80s fastball. He went 7-1 with a 2.50 ERA
as a junior, where he earned firstteam all-conference honors.
Harmon also shined in the outfield as a junior, hitting .404 en route
to a first-team all-conference selection. Harmon missed most of his senior season due to a broken leg, but

unteers' career leading rusher with 3,078
yards.
A spokesman for the Titans declined
comment on the deal. Earlier in the day,
general manager Floyd Reese told a civic
club luncheon: "Travis, if this works out.
will be as good a back as there is in the
league or have a chance to."
Tennessee had been attempting to negotiate a contract extension with Henry, who
is scheduled to make a base salary of
$1.25 million next season. The extension
was not key to the trade.
Donahoe said Henry was expected to
report to the Titans and take a physical
on Tuesday.
Donahoe said the Titans had agreed to
the deal in principle last Tuesday and
that the NFL had approved the terms of
the deal Friday.
Neither Henry nor agent Hadley Engelhard was available for comment.
The Titans were looking for a capable
alternative to two-year veteran Chris Brown.
who hasn't played an entire NFL season
because of injuries. Brown is hurt again.
recuperating after breaking his right hand
during a minicamp practice in May.
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Lance's
rivals
accept
defeat
PAU, France (AP) — Ivan
Basso is just 2 minutes, 46
seconds behind Lance Armstrong at the Tour de France.
As far as the Italian rider is
concerned, the race is over.
"It's not possible to beat
him," the second-place Basso
said Monday as riders rested
in Pau. "I have done all I
can."
Heading into Tuesday's 16th
stage. Armstrong holds a significant advantage over his closest challengers, who are running out of time with the race
ending Sunday.
With a time trial on the
penultimate day — Armstrong's
specialty — Basso needs to
make huge time gains in the
- four stages before that for an
improbable comeback. Basso's
Team CSC director, Bjame Riis,
also seemed resigned to finishing no higher than second.
"He has class, strength and
talent," Riis said of Armstrong.
"It's not easy to beat someone like that."
Tuesday's 112.2-mile stage
from Mourenx to Pau is the
last tough mountain route of
the Tour, before riders head
through the Massif Central area
of France on their was to the
finish in Paris.
Armstrong's team director,
Johan Bruyneel, remains cautious about Tuesday's trek,
which features the Col de
Nlarie-Blanque. a category I
climb, and the Col d'Aubisque,
a harder ascent which doesn't
have a rating. It snakes up for
10 miles at a 7 percent gradient.
"It's a difficult stage. The
last climb is tough. and pretty far from the finish," Bruyneel
said. -We need to be careful
and keep an eye on the team.
Everyone can have a bad day.
We need to protect Lance and
let the race work for us."
The Discovery Channel riders have had two bad days so
far during the Tour. However.
Armstrong didn't lose any time
to his rivals either time.
"We have a decent lead with
a big time trial to come."
Bruyneel said."For the moment,
it's enough — 2:46 on Basso
and more on the next guys.
Maybe we can take a little
more advantage. But it doesn't matter if it's 30 seconds,
all that matters is to win."
Jan Ullrich, the 1997 Tour
winner who was once seen as
Armstrong's biggest threat,
trails by 5:58.
"I've said it before. I have
never considered Vinokourov
as a contender to win the Tour,"
Bruyneel said, adding that he
was "an interesting rider" who
could be a useful addition to
the team once Armstrong steps
down.
Bruyneel wanted to recruit
Basso after next year's Tour,
but missed out on the chance.
Team CSC announced Monday
that the Italian has signed a
new contract.
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The Murray Youth Swim Team competed in a dual meet with the Calvert City
Swim Team on July 7. Calvert City edged the Murray team in points, but
several MYST swimmers earned first-place honors in multiple events. Team
members pictured include (front row, from left) Lauren Erickson, Jesus
Sequerious, Daniel McGee, Clay Doron, Joel Ferguson, James Saylor, Eric
Hanna, Logan English, Celeste Sequerious, Etta Danielson, Abby Gibson,
Nicole McGee, Trent Lyons, (back row) Lauren Gibson, Kaleigh Rogers, Elizabeth Brewer, Ann Ferguson, Emmy Basiak, Lenny Basiak, Alyssa Erickson
and coach Pat Wathan. Not pictured are Josh Hill and Lilly Swain.

Rogers has another run-in
with a TV cameraman at jail
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP)
— Kenny Rogers turned himself in, and then had another
run-in with a television cameraman.
The Texas Rangers pitcher
jawed at a cameraman for Dallas-Fort Worth television sta- •
tion WFAA as he was booked
into the county jail Monday
on misdemeanor assault charges
stemming from an earlier tirade
against two cameramen. Just
as with the incident that led
to the charges, the exchange was
caught on tape.
Rogers, a three-time All-Star
who is appealing a 20-game suspension and $50,000 fine
imposed by baseball commissioner Bud Selig, was released
after posting $1,500 bond.
In the latest run-in, WFAA
reported on its Web site Mon- '
day that photographer Mike
Zukerman was videotaping the
procedure when Rogers turned
to him and said, "You're getting really close; you know that?
Do you hear me?"
A few seconds later, Rogers
again turned to the camera,
saying, "You must be pretty
proud of yourself, too."
After Zukerman replied,"It's
just my job, Kenny," Rogers
responded: "Yeah. Your job.
That's just your excuse."
Rogers wasn't available for
comment before Monday's
game against the New York Yankees. He's scheduled to pitch
Thursday at home against Oakland. and Rangers officials said
they don't know if Rogers'
appeal will be heard Thursday
or Friday.
"We'll miss him in those
three, four starts he'll miss,"
Rangers owner Tom Hicks said.
"He's our best pitcher."
Texas lost three of four
games in a weekend series at
Oakland, and Rogers(11-4, 2.54
ERA) was the winning pitcher in the only victory.
"It's not a distraction as
long as we can go out and do
what we do on the field,"
Rangers shortstop Michael
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4
47 45.511 8 1/2
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14
41 50.451
Seattle
hionday's Games
1
Boston
3.
Tampa Bay
Cleveland 6. Kansas City 2, 5 innings,
rain
N.Y Yankees 11. Texas 10
Chicago White Sox 7. Detroit 5
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 2. 11 innings
L.A. Angels 5, Oakland 2
Today's Games
Tampa Bay (Fossum 4-7) at Boston
(Arroyo 7-5), 605 p.m.
Kansas City (Greinke 2-11) at
Cleveland (Millwood 3-8), 605 p.m
Seattle (Sale 6-9) at Toronto (Lilly 7-9),
6:07 p.m.
N.Y Yankees (Mussina 9-5) at Texas
(Park 8-4), 7:05 pm
Detroit (Bonderman 11-6) at Chicago
White Sox (Contreras 5-5), 7:05 pm
Baltimore (Cabrera 8-7) at Minnesota
(Lohse 7-8), 7:10 p.m.
Oakland (Harden 6-4) at L.A. Angels
Mashburn 6-4), 9.05 p.m.

From Page 1B

AP
Rangers pitcher Kenny Rogers leans on the fence in
front of the dugout during Monday's game against
the Yankees in Arlington, Texas. Rogers had another
run-in with a cameraman Monday when he turned
himself in on misdemeanor assault charges stemming
from an earlier tirade against two cameramen.
Young said. "That's what we
do best, and (Rogers' situation) doesn't translate onto the
field."
On June 29, Rogers lashed
out at two cameramen as they
taped him walking to the field
for pregame stretching. The
episode led to one of those
cameramen, Larry Rodriguez
of KIWW, being treated at a
hospital after the camera was
ripped from his hands and
thrown to the ground.
Rogers apologized a week
later, saying the incident was
out of character and would never
happen again.
Arlington police spokes-
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woman Christy Gilfour said
Rogers faces a charge of assault
with injury in the shoving of
Rodriguez. She also said police
will mail an assault citation to
Rogers' lawyer for shoving Fox
Sports Net Southwest cameraman David Marnmeli.
The assault charge involving Rodriguez is punishable by
up to a year in jail and a fine
of up to $4,000. The other
charge is punishable by a fine
of up to $500.
Gilfour said Fox Sports —
which owns the camera Rogers
damaged in the shoving of
Rodriguez — has declined to
press criminal charges.

he has recently been given
medical approval to play.
Daniel Calhoun: Calhoun,
a 6-2 left-handed pitcher, helped
lead Evansville North High
School to the IndiFra
4A state championship...gait*,
where the squad finished as
runner-up to undefeated and topranked Brownsburg this past
season.
Calhoun had a 6-0 record
with a 2.52 ERA in his senior year for Evansville North,
striking out 74 batters and
allowing only 31 hits in 53
innings pitched.
Calhoun also played outfield, hitting .405 with one home
run and 20 RBIs. Calhoun's
arsenal boasts an 87-mph fastball and three pitches that can
be thrown for strikes.
Daniel Miller: Another
incoming freshman to join the
'Breds in 2006 is Miller, a 61, 180-pound catcher from Ballard High School in Louisville.
Miller hit .380 his senior
season and threw out 94 of
135(70 percent) would-be basestealers in his high school
career.
Tyler Owen: Owen, a 6-1.
190-pound third baseman from
North High School in Evansville, Ind., hit over .400 at the
plate in back-to-back seasons
as a junior and senior, and has
been a starter for the Eugene
Pate American Legion squad,
coached by former Thoroughbred Ben Garland.

Anthony Stacy: Stacy, a lefthanded pitcher from Christian
County High School, has been
one of the best pitchers in the
state the past two years.
Stacy brings impressive credtntials to MSU, including a
'ctetreer
,_ record.- As a'Sf, Stacy went 13-3 with a
1.06 ERA, and was named the
Most Valuable Player for the
Kentucky State High School
Baseball Tournament, which
Christian County won.
An all-region selection and
a member of the Kentucky
Junior All-Star team, Stacy was
named one of the 50 top players in the nation by "Street
and Smith Magazine."
Stacy followed his junior season with another stellar senior
season, where he led Christian County to a state runnerup finish, hitting .525 at the
plate while posting an ERA of
0.80.
Justin Yount: Yount, a 6foot, 160-pound shortstop from
United Township High School
in Moline, Ill., hit .424 as a
senior, and committed only two
errors in 95 chances at shortstop.
A four-year letterwinner and
three-year starter, Yount was one
of 10 finalists for the Quad
City Times Athlete of the Year,
which spans all of northwest
Illinois and eastern Iowa.
Yount, a native of Silvis,
Ill., transferred to United Township for his senior season, helping the school to a 22-7 record
(9-1 in league play).

College athletics officials discuss academics
from the University of Kentucky
and the University of Louisville,
spoke on the matter before the
Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education.
Recently imposed NCAA
academic regulations on eligibility and retention standards
apply to universities across the
country. Schools that aren't up
to par by the end of next year
face "contemporaneous" penalties, including the potential loss
of athletic scholarships.
As part of its academic
reform efforts, the NCAA
imposed a new success meas-

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
An NCAA change in monitoring the classroom success rate
of college athletes has Kentucky universities increasing
their focus on academics, a
group of athletics officials told
a state education panel Monday.
"We can't get lulled into
complacency." said Wood Selig,
the athletics director at Western Kentucky University. "We
are going to have to make sure
that we stay on top of our
academics."
Selig, along with officials

urement, called the Academic
Progress Rate. The APR is based
on schools' graduation rates, and
whether or not their athletes
remain eligible to play from
year to year.
Schools that lose scholarships based on their academic
performance may not award
them to other students for a year.
Teams can not lose more than
10 percent of their scholarships at a given time.

TV, radio

MfieNESSEN

Today
BOXING
9ism.

AY.
RR
MILI
SUPPLY COMPANY

ESPN2 — Welterweights, Lamont
Peterson (11-0-0) vs. Miguel Angel
Torresilles (16-4-1), et Lula, Miss,
MAJOR UEAOUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
WON — Chicago Cubs at Cincinnati
WNBA BASKETBALL
e p.m.

Your Hardware Electrical and Plumbing Protes

200-206 E Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
p m sit -• 1
Hr, r.1 V

ESPN2 — Sacramento at Houston

•

•••

Nations! League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
53 40.570
Wasnirvor
1/2
53 41.584
Atlanta
5
48 45.516
Philadelphia
46 46.500 6 1/2
New York
7
45 46.495
Floods
Central Division
GB
L Pct
W
—
60 32 652
St. Louis
511
45
13
47
Chicago
45 46 49514 1/2
Houston
45 48484151/2
Milwaukee
20
40 52.435
Pittsburgh
22
38 54 413
Cincinnati
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
50 43.538
San Diego
5
46 49 484
Anzona
81/2
51.446
41
Los Angeles
1/2
9
435
52
40
Francisco
San
17
32 59 352
Colorado
leionday's Games
Houston 11, Pittsburgh 1
Colorado 5, Washington 4
Chicago Cubs 9, C.incinnati 4
St. Louis 11. Milwaukee 4
Anzona 8, Ronda 7, 11 innings
Atlanta 6, San Francisco 1
Today's Games
Houston (E.Astacio 0-4 and Rodnguez
4-4) at Pittsburgh (Redman 4-9 and
Snell 0-0), 2, 4:05 p.m
Colorado (Chaco° 1-5) at Washington
(Patterson 3-2), 6:05 p.m.
L.A. Dodgers (Penny 5-5) at
Philadelphia (Myers 7-5), 6:05 p.m.
San Diego (Lawrence 5-9) at N Y Mets
(Benson 6-3), 6:10 p.m.
Chicago Cubs (Prior 6-3) at Cincinnati
(L.Huclson 1-4), 6:10 p.m.
Milwaukee (D.Davis 9-7) at St. Louis
(Suppan 9-7), 710 p.m.
Floods (A.J.Bumett 5-6) at Arizona
(Vazquez 8-8), 8:40 p.m
Atlanta (Ramirez 8-5) at San Francisco
(Schmidt 7-5), 9:15 p.m.

'Breds

0.eat

-"."'"•""

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

•The Murray High School Quarterback Club will meet on Thursday
at 5:30 p.m. in head coach Lee Edwards' office at the school.

ra1 (Oa

mem.
111111r

C,sr, rrp

Neap Aida
Maurine*

SportsBriefs

- • ere.

Or •Itl•,.-tt

Haventeck
Insurance Agency

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS

Congratulations To Our Winners...

Serving You Since
1955 With 00,aldy

Sponsored By:
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Public Sete
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Feet
For
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$3.25 per column bide extra for Monday(Shopping Guido

e Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
020

SWEET CORN
Futrell Farm,613 AB Lassiter Road
will begin harvesting on
July 15th (weather permitting).
3 miles east of Murray (watch for sign
on 280)east of East School.
Call 753-8848 before 8 p.m.
to inquire. Open 7:30 am-7:30 pm
7 varieties ofcorn

$2.00 dozen
over 100 dozen $1.50
Short crop this year.
call early

Advanced Registered Nurse Practitioner (ARNP), Health
Services at Murray State University. Nine-month, full-time, salaried
position to begin in August, 2005.
Qualifications: Licensed as a registered nurse in the state of
Kentucky; Master's degree in nursing from an accredited nurse
practitioner program; certfied as an adult or family nurse practitioner and registered in the state of Kentucky as an ARNP required. A
minimum of three years experience in an ambulatory health care
facility required; expenence in presenting health education programs preferred. Successful candidates must be able to demonstrate strong communication and interpersonal skills: a willingness
to practice without a physician on site is required; a desire to be part
of a professional nursing team that provides health care services for
college students.

WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK
Charley Miller Rd., Almo/Dexter, KY
Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays &
Saturdays
8AM-1PM & 4PM-7PM
1111 Starting now until
season end

270-753-5410

BIACAleeRR/ES
Lost Ind Found

LOST: Beagle Mix Dog
Last seen on Doran
Rd. Dog's name is
Snoopy. She is 15
years old and cannot

hear or see well.
Please call
753-9687 anytime.
Reward for return.
Has collar and tag.

Mks
COPE LAND
Orchards.
Peaches -Nectarines
•Tomatoes
.Vegetables
grown
home
At
location
Murray
(270)623-8312
tomatoes.
CORN,
squash, cucumbers,
Kentucky
beans,
Wonder, peas. melons.
cantaloupes. Call to
order, picked fresh
767-0738
HORSEBACK riding
lessons for all levels
experienced
from
instructor. (270)970-

1571

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
TUCKER Farms taking
orders for com. Silver
Queen. Peaches &
Cream, and Bodacius.
$2 a dozen. 489-2477

Pam*
Ps‘ HP RI

littrad Found
FOUND: black male
Lab around Miller Golf
Course on 280. 753REWARD! (2) 7 mo.
old beagle mix pup-

ant
gel
as

pies. missing since
June in Buchanan. TN
Female with
area
orange collar and male
colter.
black
with
Please return if found.
Call 731-247-5613

yeti
ton

R

oland Famd

Found: Construction
tools along roadside.
Call 293-5170 to identify
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Iltimad
PURYEAR NURSING
HOME NEEDS weekFlexible
R.N.
end
hours. 731-247-3205
REGISTERED DIETImonthly
for
CIAN
review in 25 bed nursin
home
ing
Tennessee. 731-2473205. ask for Anita.
DANCERS

Application Deadline: August 12, 2005. To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, transcripts, and the names and contact information of three references to: Murray State University Health
Services Search Committee, 136 Wells Hall, Murray, KY 42071.
WOrnen and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.

earn

The City of Hazel is now accepting applications for the position
This is a part-time posiloW/irs per
month. Work hours are Thursdays from 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Attendance is mandatory at
all commission meetings. Other hours may be
required.
Duties include: recording minutes of meetings; maintaining permanent records; preparation of official correspondence; bookkeeping;
financial reporting and forwarding of prescribed municipal information to the appropriate parties. Applicants should be familiar with
and perform duties required by KRS 61.870 61.882 and KRS 83a.085. High school diploma
or equivalent is required. Applications may be
picked up at Hazel City Hall during business
hours on Thursdays from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. All
applications must be returned by July 29, 2005.
Completed applications may be returned in
person to City hall or be mailed to City of
Hazel, P.O. Box 156, Hazel. KY 42049.
For more information contact Harold Pittman
at 492-6464. The City of Hazel is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

ACCOUNTANT -- STAFF
Paris, TN manufacturing facility is
looking for a full time accountant for
full time Staff Accountant. Excellent
opportunity to join a well established
company as it continues to grow. This
individual will perform a variety of
accounting functions, must have a solid
understanding of GAAP, financial
statements, problem solving skills,
good organizational skills and attention
to details.
Please send resumes to: DG at
job_apps_resurne@yahoo.com or P.O.
Box 934, Murray, KY 42071

$1,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 after 5PM
United
FIRST
Methodist Church on
the court square is
seeking a full-time
receptionist for the
church office. Pleasant
outlook and computer
experience a must.
Microsoft Word and
Excel a plus. Please
send typed resume
with reference to 503
Maple Street, Murray.
No phone calls, please.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person only.
SALES r Management
Must
Opportunities.
have excellent people
skids, good work ethic
and be willing to train
people. For consideration, either call Michael
Nance 270-762-9137
or send resume to:
860-13 North 12th St.,
Murray. KY 42071

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
people
with or without experience and 1
tech that must have own tools.
We offer great benefits. Excellent
working environment. Send
resume to: P.O. Box 1040-A,
Murray,KY 42071.
We are looking for 4 sales

FULL-TIME Customer
Support
Representatives
Needed. Al least one
year
college required. 19
paid days off/year,
health, and life insurance. Email
to
resumes
candice powerclaim.c
om or mail to Hawkins

Research. 406 N. 4th
St, Murray, KY 42071.

Bull Pen
Steaks & Spirits
now accepting
applications
for experienced
kitchen help.
APP6'in Person
Behveen 2pm-5pm
Mon-Fri
110 South 5th
Street.

Mobile Home Parts Li Supplies

Service
Community
Senior
The
Employment Program contracted by West
Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. is seeking
individuals who are 55 years of age or
older to receive paid training in Calloway
County. This program is considered part
time with a maximum of 20 hours per
week. Vacation, sick, and holiday pay is
included. To apply, please contact Janna
York or Jodi Coleman at(270)247-4046 or
1-800-294-2731.

Responsibilities: Work in a collaborative arrangement with the
Health Services' consulting physician; provide individualized health
care for students based on the rules and regulations of the
Kentucky State Nurse Practice Act; participate in the outreach wellness program.

City Cleric/Treasurer
City of Hazel

050
Lod and Found

Itmlp Maned

Nip Wailed

Murray State University
Health Services

Starks Bros.

060

063

Mk.

Nate

0E0

He %nod
FULL-TIME Software
Developer Needed. A
liast 2-year degree
required, and
minimum one year
experience preferred
and
.NET,
VB6,
MSSOL expenence
needed. Great benefits
Email
package
to
resumes
candice@ powerclaim.t
0411 Or
Hawkins
to
mail
Research, 406 N. 4th
St, Murray, KY 42071.

527-3 I 08 • I -MI-455-3001
Parts Dipi. II

CHELSEA and Ginger.
Two dolls, tine bisque
porcelain from the
Hamilton Collection by
artists Connie Walsher
Derek $85 for one or
both, $150. Call 7533716

Career Opportunity
type of person.
One who will take a personal interest in
my local business. If you're willing to
work, follow instructions and can live on
train you well, PAY you; pay you well,
and provide advancement limited only to
your own ability.
We offer $60k-$80k 1st year potential
Cash Bonuses
Incredible Incentives
2 Retirement Programs
5 Days Work Week
If you are teachable and driven, we will.
match this career against anything you
see in this paper.
Call Monday-Wednesday 9-7
(800)505-8944
Contact: Ryan Walker

53"
PANASONIC
widescreen TV with
stand and home theatre system included
HD ready Like new.
$700. 761-2064 or 9780667

Ciiii/CMA
Full Tune,6A-2P
Prefer experience but will train, pleasant
atmosphere, good working conditions.

RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1.000'. 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners.
XM & Sirius satellite
radios High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St. or call 759-0901

AP* in Person

NOW taking applications at Breaktime
Billiards for weekends
and nights. Apply In
person.
PAINTERS needed. At
least 5 years residential experience. Call
270-443-6735 9AM6PM
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799
Puryear
SMALL
Nursing Home looking
responsible,
for
dependable Certified
Nurse Assistant for resident care. Call Carolyn
1-731-247-3205.
Tue/Wed/Thurs 8AM2PM
TAKING applications
for all positions at
Rudy's, 104 S. 5th
Experience a must
Apply in person No
phone cars!

EOE

1111111moomid

k &Mikan

couple
ACADEMIC
seeking part-time child
care, 4 mo old beginning Aug. In your home
or ours. Home care
ok
others
with
Experience and referrequired.
ences
Negotiable pay. Call
Or
574-514-5267
kernp.50nd.edu.
BABYSITTER needed,
3 days/week. Starting
in August. 753-6232
CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553.
Detail
MIRACLES.
and
housecleaning
construction clean up.
26 years experience.
References. If interested, please call 7679428
good
a
NEED
Housecleaning? Call
753-1016
PRECIOUS Moments
Child Care Center
in
reopening
Coldwater CDA qualified. position avilable
in!antsfor
489Kindergarden.
2699
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling.
etc. Walls, floors, winetc.
dows,
Experienced-Valerie
436-5914

.1111

•

o•
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.011.00 ,

STRAW for sale $2 a
bale 489-2436, if no
answer leave message

Serve
QUICK
Restaurant for sale in
Henry Co. Ranked *1
by Fortune 500 over
10yrs. Complete buy
out less than $140K.
Details for serious
only.
inquiries
(270)759-2416

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Grave & White rock also
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
227-2193

ER-

WANTED Responsible
party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV 1-800-3983970

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves. size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM.

to Beg
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all. Call
Larry at 753-3633

Lawn &Garden
CUB Cadet Hydrostatic
mower
Turn
Zero
model. 22HP Force
48". 1 pair extra dnve
wheels and tires_ Like
new, has 32 hours. Call
436-2106 if no answer
leave message. No
calls after 8.00PM
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1992 Franklin 28x64
3BR. 2 bath, $29,500
OBO 437-4722, must
be moved
1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br,
2bths. garden tub, fireplace, 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
of home Must sell
$21,700. 753-9107 or
978-1672
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
save
and
today
$1,000's. WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
DOUBLE WIDE:
Fireplace. Huge Master
Bed & Bath', Low payments, Land available'
731-584-9429
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
DOUBLEWIDE: on 2
acres near Pans,' Call
today,, 731-684-9429
'87 14x70 2BR. 2BA
city limits. $6,000 7520060
LARGE 4 BEDROOM.
2 BATH HOME • Land
available,
packages
731-584-9429
MOBILE
REDUCED
home and lot, $13.500
753-6012
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need 'New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
) Both priced in
Baths"
the $50's Call 731642-6438 today!,
280
Mobile Hams For Nont

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th.
Murray.

:it..re :=4

USED
APPLIANCES

Ward-Elkins

NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST RT 121
South. 753-5562

n the squale

2BR $255 753-6012
2BA
2BR.
(270)527-8808

$300.

LARGE 3BR, $295
753-6012

753-1713
NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

M

ine Lob For NW

MOVING Sale: Dining
room and kitchen table
and chairs & many
other items. 106 N
10th, Murray, KY 7539293

USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators. air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4100
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)

NEW hand-crafted tvelend
nut
matching
tables (2) and coffee
table with B.G. top
753-6567

474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
WANTED to buy' rolled
hay. 753-3536

ROWE sectional sofa.
high qualay. Nke new,
with sleeper sofa.
upholstered in popular
cobra, $500; La-Z-Boy
big man's recliner.
$100; Ethan Allen chair
and ottoman, $150.
Cal 767-0438

Alga
Fr 1111,
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yetlow, 1 size 8 blue $200
each 270-492-8614

•

sr".111-zrzir

VERY nice burgundy
recliner and beige flora
print couch $150 each
753-6312

&
HBO
FREE
Showtime.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms, free DVR or HD
upgrade. Get the top
60 channels including
networks for
local
$1999 per mo, plus get
8 channels of HBO &
of
channels
10
Showtime free for 3
Mianths. For more info.
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

an average of $3,000 per month until
your skills improve, I will TRAIN you;

M

160
Nome Fandshings

DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms. Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months or
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
887-455-0901

I am looking for a particular

WANTED: Asplundh
Tree Experts looking
for CDL drivers, bucket
operators, and experienced trimmers. Call
David Chapman. cell*
859-314-5088 or 859983-6040

I-I ii am-4:341 pin

Micas
For Sale

Fern Terrace of Murray, LLC
Stadium View Drive
dependable \ 1506

OPENIMMEDIATE
ING, TEAM LEADER
Team
POSITION.
production
Leader
worker to operate commercial mail processing equipment. Flexible
hours, 24 to 40 hours
per week. Must be able
to work days, nights
and/or weekends when
Supervisor
needed.
experience a plus.
Driving and lifting is
required. Basic computer skills helpful.
Must have mechanical
aptitude to perform
minor repair and maintenance on equipment.
Willingness to work
hard a MUST. Pay
based expenence and
knowledge. Apply in
person at Automated
Direct Mail Inc.. 87
Spruce Street, Suite B,
Murray, KY

s:

150

This Project is funded in part under a contract with the Purchase Area Development
District, the Kentucky Department for
Health Services with funds from U.S.
Department for Health and Human
Services.
WKAS is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

GOOD
bodyman needed 2932360

VISA

LOTS for rent 753
9866
LOTS including sewer
and water. Hardin area

270-5274005

1 BR duplex furnished
near lake. $250 month
no
Deposit &
pets. 4364081
1 OR 2br apts near
Murra
downtown
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1. 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606

•

irseslioses.
los mg
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WANT TO STAND OUT?

CWCk OVT TUE
CLASSIFIED V1?7LWC
SUMMER SAVI MS!

A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the

From now until the end of August
31st, get a spot on our Summer
Services Directory!
1 spot (25 words maximum, up to 15
words with graphic) is $45 per week
or $200 for 1 month.

Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!

GET NOTICED
TODAY!
Call 1111 Stephens or
Julie Brown at
(270) 753-1916.

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!

The Summer Services Directory will run on
Wednesdays and Fridays in the Murray Ledger
and Times, and in The Shopping Guide.
Deadline is Friday at 11 AM. No refunds for
early cancellation.

CALL JILL OR JULIE AT 753-1916

ERSZTIMES
MURRAY
1EDG
1)41/1 111k ‘0,
I Itl 1.1‘1.

EIS
Pots

&wawa For awl
1,2, & 3BR apts available for immediate
occupancy Please call
753-8221
113R apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR, 1 bath studio
$335 month 2BR, 1
bath, washer & dryer,
$410 month 753-7559
1BR, 1 bath. washer &
dryer, $325 month
753-7559
1BR, some utilities
paid. No pets. 7679037
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR 2 bath, 2 blocks
4rom MSU, w/d hookup, no pets $395 per
deposit
&
month
References required.
753-3949
Daytime
after 6pm 759-3050
DUPLEX. 2BR, 1BA
$425 month/deposit.
No pets. 6 month
lease 753-5027
DUPLEX. 2BR, C/H/A,
*id book-up. ,I.eaee.
No pets. $390 plus
1802-1/2
deposit.
Monroe Ave. 753-8002

VERY nice 2 bedroom
A
1811
duplex
Ridgewood, deck and
outbuilding. C/1-4/A, one
plus
lease,
year
deposit. $465. No pets.
753-7991.
Phone
Available now.
Hams For Rent

BRICK farm house 1
mile north of Stella on
Highway 299. Available
per
$450
8/1/05.
month. Call (615)3849258
IN town 3BR, $395
month and depostt. No
pets. 753-5109

-NEW apt. 1 BR $300
deposit (205)361-4763
.(334)It19-6066
•NICE 2BR duplex. 753.7457 or 436-6357
ONE bedroom apartcharming
:ment in
'Victorian country selling. Newly remodeled.
tLarge deck & great
Washer/dryer,
:view
:refngerator, stove. Very
:quiet. Only $395 per
.month with all utilities
;paid including trash
:pick-up. 5 miles from
,Murray in Lynn Grove
;area. Deposit and references required. 270492-8211
RED OAKS APTS.
5$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Cal Today!
753-90368.
,VERY nice 1BR, 1
:Bath. central 14/A, all
;appliances with WI),
:Great location. 1 year
• lease. 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2905.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151

ESTATE Sale:
1977 Sea Raye 1411.
boat. includes 00-20
Johnson motor, trolling
motor, fish locator, 4
metal gas tanks, and a
6 horsepower Evinrude
motor. $1,200 0130.
1980 Chevy 350 small
block 1/2 ton 4 wheel
drive. Motor, Frame.
and 4 wheel drive are
good. Body in bad
shape. $800 OBO.
1987 Ford F150 351
V8 Automatic, no o/d,
little body rust, runs
good, new tires. $1,800
OBO.
Chevy
1989
Conversion Van 350
V8, rear air, runs good,
$2,600 OBO.
1979 Chevy Pickup.
lots new parts, new
tires, runs good, transmission leak. $1,000
OBO.
Everything must gol
Please call Susan at
630-553-9819, 630885-3274

5 duplexes $495.000
293-1446

20x65
BEAUTIFUL
building on Murray's
Court Square. Suitable
for office or retail.
$700/mo lease & ref.
required. 753-7724
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
restrooms,
C/G/H,
plenty of parking, near
judicial building. 7593772 752-0201 (after
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Shroat
OFFICE space for rent.
304 N. 4th Street.
Lower floor of Lamkin
Law Office. 753-1737
for details.
OFFICE space, Village
Center, 1406 North
12th St. 1,200 sq.
ft.753-7559
PROFESSIONAL
office space for lease.
Space available from
200-6,400 sq. ft. Call
293-5657, 293-3181

Beagle
AKC Reg
pups Ph.* 435-4264
BEST offer for female
Husky 3yrs., male
Husky lyr and male
Shetland Shelly lyr in
August. 759-0210

Homy,Kentucky
HAULING
CLEARING
GENERAL CONTRACTING

4 BR, 2 BA brick home
n city school district.
Street.
Elm
1108
Needs TLC but priced
to sell. $58,500. David
N. Miller Realty. 7534573
408 Chantilly Dr. 2BR,
2 full baths. Built in '97.
Fenced in backyard, 1
car attached garage.
Remodeled from '02'05. Like new, move-in
Asking
condition
(270)293569.900.
4091

2002 Lexus LX470
SUV pearl white w/tan
interior. Fully loaded
with navigation, two
all
players,
DVD
leather, 76,000 miles,
never smoked in, oversized tires like new,
dealer priced over
at
Priced
$45K.
$36,000. Call 293-3226

ENJOY life in the country just 5 minutes from
the heart of Murray in
this adorable home
with completely remodeled interior. Enjoy the
large yard and nice
front porch in this
pleasant neighborhood
on a closed-end street.
2 ba, 3 br with office or
playroom or 4 br. Brand
new HVAC, brand new
carpet, paint. cabinets ready to move in. 67
Countryside Dr., off
121S. 589.000, 270853-6184 or 534-0143

1966
CLASSIC
Corvair. Can be dnven
home. $2,500 OBO.
senous inquiries only
762-0663

out
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Broich )11
Cadillac • Pontiac
Buick
2001 Nissan Sentra,
58.000 miles, great
$7,000.
condition,
(859)361-0189
2000 Toyota Celica, silmiles,
ver, 72,xxx
$8.500. Call 435-4012
or 978-0259

FOR sale by owner 4
bedroom/2BA house
on 2.8 acres. Barn and
outbuildings. lnground
pool. Call after 5:00
753-9918

TWO story brick apart
ment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income -producer.
$125,000. 270-7534109, 270-227-1545

campers
1998 Jayco Designe
5th wheel, 37 ft., 3
slideouts, new tires,
condition,
excellent
$17,900. 753-4882
1997 Prowler 25 ft. with
slideout or may trade
for pontoon or 4-wheeler. 753-3993
Services Oland

03 Kawasaki KX 250.
New Dunlop 756 tires,
pipe.
Circuit
Pro
bars.
Renthal
Extremely good condition. Priced to sell at
$3,000 firm. Most
evenings call 435-4540

Barkley
KY-LAKE
dockable waterfront,
2.95 acres, $129.900.
new to market, won't
owner
Call
last!
(270)924-4328
Lots For See

2000 Honda 300 EX,
good shape, $1,800
OBO. 437-4125

2 lots with restrictions.
1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5
miles north or Murray.
752-7312

1996 Softtail Heritage
Harley
Classic
Davidson. Too many
extras to list. Call after
5PM Mon-Fri 489-6125

LAKE access: 2 lots in
Hills
Cedarling
Subdivision, approx.
1/2 acre each, $18,900
each.(937)885-4411

'88 Honda Goldwing
1500. 61.000 miles.
loaded, excellent condition, $5,000 OBO.
435-4170

Acres"

1

52 acres located on
Faxon Rd. Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood.
Ideal for hunting or
secluded living. Could
be divided into smaller
tracts $49,590. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for details. MLSt*
26018

:11
portUMIty Wades
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!Oil,

144Aticed Iii
$7.1/110.
.52.1100 mile'..
767-994S

436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mower Repair. Tune-up
specials. Work guaranteed, free pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS, New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
Tree
Lambs
A-1
Service: Hauling, Junkcleanup, gutter cleaning. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair, sagging floors,
termite & water damage. Larry Nimmo
or
(270)753-9372
(270)753-0353
APPLIANCE &
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
CHAD B. HUGHES

2 bedroom A-frame
house on 497 off 94E
By Kentucky lake,
Joe (270)
$15,000
853-4517
20 beautiful acres.
House close to
Murray. Former
Pets. Pals, and
Pumpkins location.
753-9075.
227-2193
vertical
with
2BR
duplex behind. Great
Investment $69,500.
270-753-4109, 270227-1545
38R. 1.584, Kirksey
area, beautiful setting,
new flooring, new
C/H/A.(270)252-0660

Cell 293-9569
270-434-277S
Justin Tripp, Orrnor

Qt ick 1.1\1
SI invim.

AUTRY
ROOFING

David's Cleaning
Services
We

FOR sale by owner
38R, 2BA with inground pool and yard
1553
building.
Whippoorwill - 7593506

RINI blab

ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
*Commercial
*Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279

Used Cars

1111L.,
707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 700.
1,000, 1,200 sq.ft.
in
Available
Phone
September.
753-1252. 753-0606

EXCA

14ornes For Sae
1121
[

[Antics*

3BR, 1BA, $385 pe
month plus deposit
978-0742

FOR your choice of 2br
apts, newty decorated,
prime location Call
Garland Rentals 7532905
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N
16th St now accepting
applications for 1br
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month Call
Leave
753-1970
Message
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

Swabs

's
ighL±&4tot
VATING

MUST sell: 2002 Jeep
Liberty 4x4. $13,000 or
take over payments.
Needs some repairs.
For information, call
759-1766 after 3PM.
Mercury
2003
Mountaineer 4.0, AWD,
42,xxx, loaded, sharp,
$20,000 OBO. 9781593 leave message.

22 YEARS EXPERIENCE
(270)226-9398
(270)4924191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

home in
Newly remodeled
Coldwater. Beautiful 1 acre +/- lot,
3 BR, 1 bath. Call for appointment
to see.

753-7724 or 753-8563

ROBY AUTRY
r-c,97• 731 ".S.6 4496
'31-23; • -

TOM Byars and Sons
and
Siding
Vinyl
Windows. Also insulatrooms,
Florida
ed
screened rooms and
metal roofs. Free estimates. Over 40 years
in business. Family
owned. Phone: 527CONCRETE finishing. 6916 or 1-800-728Driveways, sidewalks. 8113
etc. 752-0500, 759TRACTOR & small
3229
engine repair, restoraTractor,
CUSTOM
tion, & paint. Will purwork tilling, blade
chase used tractors.
work, bush hogging
Call Ron 759-5182
Free estimates Gerald
492owner.
L. Carroll,
E159 or 293-0163

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Spec-ialize in Cleaning"

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Dnve% ay
David Borders
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-0939

EEL..
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Gerald
Experience
Walters. 753-2592.

Iv klaiNEso

HOrOSCOPOS

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Ask about our painting
special.
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FREE Estimates
Full service remodeling, additions, decks,
porches.
and
Specialize in ceramic
and hardwood floors.
227-1567
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, July 20, 2005:

You have what it takes to turn
this year into an exceptional one,
if you so choose. Your ability to
relate to others and establish
boundaries could be primary.
Often, you might wonder if you
are giving too much or not
enough. This issue will be
important. You will gain unusual
insight if you don't trigger and if
you imagine what it's like to be
someone else. Your insight and
caring make many friends for
you. Your home life will continue to take precedence. You will
either add to your home or somehow make the quality of your
domestic life even better. You
will also be successful with realinvestments.CAPRIestate
CORN has the same issues as
you but approaches them differ-

HOME repairs. No ently.
remodeling. (270)2269075 after 4:00PM The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4please.

AL PLUMBING INC

Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Your instincts carry you
when you are not sure how to
with a boss or someone you
1-866-600-7707 deal
need to impress. Others have a
way of easing your path. You
JUNK/Rubbish
Removal, clean out might need to stay on the job or
attics, garages, yard out longer than you want to.
waste, etc. Low rates. Tonight: Don't think that others
aren't watching!
(270)489-2583
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** As you seek unusual
solutions, you might be surprised
(ORM
CL(7(';
DRPET &
by what an associate or friend
comes up with. This person helps
Over 30 years
experience
you break out of the box regardSales & Installation
ing your thought patterns. You
• 753-7728
are a whirlwind, you accomplish
so much. Tonight: Thinking of a
LAMML_ItiS1114111 vacation? Start planning.
hauling & backhoe. GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
753-4545. 767-0213
**** Your public or professional image demands extra
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
attention. A sudden event or
request might force you to rethink
"since 1971"
a situation. Your creativity, as well
*Carpets *Upholstery
as a friend's, helps you dear any
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
hurdle you run into. Tonight:
Drying
Quality time with a quality perFree Estimates
son!
'Got Dirt?'
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
753-5827
*** You might feel that others
are pulling on your apron strings,
at least figuratively. You have the
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired, drains ingenuity and perception to help
cleared, plumbing fix- others stand on their own. You
or might gain a surprising insight.
repaired
tures
(270)978- Tonight: Go along with another's
installed
plans.
0133
(July 23-Aug. 22)
LEO
Carpentry
SIMMONS'S
8, Handyman work. *** You might have distinct
Free estimates. Call plans about what you want to
767-0958 and 270- accomplish today. How can one
person mess you up? Just watch
519-8570
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it happen. Use one of your innate
strengths. Your adaptability will
help you get more than everything accomplished. Tonight: Be
a bit cynical about news.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You are learning to better
deal with others' somewhat
unpredictable behavior. You are
learning to stand on your own.
You will become less and less
affected by others. Your creativity
surges with money and romance.
Tonight: Use your ingenuity.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You need to take care of
personal business first, or else
you could be sorry about the end
results. You might need to incorporate a more creative approach
into your daily life. Do not shy
away from new technology!
Tonight: Take time for family.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your words could draw
strong reactions. Someone might
not understand where you are
coming from or what you mean,
as this person is ultra-sensitive.
Sit down and work this through
with him or her. You will like the
end results. Tonight: Catch up on
calls and news.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Knowing your limits
might be important, especially
financially. Friends -- and you,
too -- want to do something a bit
out of the ordinary that could be
costly. You might need to simplify
plans. Tonight: Think before you
leap.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You make quite an
impression on others right now.
The reaction you get might strike
you as unusual. Just go with the
flow, understanding that not
everyone is predictable. Others
admire how you handle your
responsibilities. Tonight: Just be
yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Your intuition with money is
right on. Do not spend what could
cause your budget to have a
stomachache. Still, buy a lottery
ticket. Your perspective will
change if you imagine what it's
like to be someone else. Tonight
Get some extra R and R.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You'll get what you
want if you follow a new
approach. The tried-and-true
might not work well for you right
now. A partner or associate could
be instrumental in helping you
make choices. Listen to this person. Tonight: Have fun wherever
you are.
BORN TODAY
Musician Carlos Santana (1947),
singer Kim Games (1945), baiketball coach Chuck Daly (1933)
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LooldogBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Bricklayer Mickey Elkins laying brick
on the Murray State University
fine arts building as renovations
continue. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Anne B. Adams, Don Elias,
E.W. Dennison, Steve Andrus and
Bill Kopperud are new members
of the board of directors of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce.
Presenting special music at the
luncheon of Christian Women's
Club of Murray on July 21 at
Seven Seas Restaurant will be
Laurie Jo Parker, Wendy Parker
and Melody Parker, daughters of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. James Bramley
were married 50 years July 12.
20 years ago
Navy Fireman Gary W. Mathis was graduated from Basic Hull
Maintenance Technician School at
the Naval Damage Control Training Center Naval Base, Philadelphia, Pa.
Published is a picture of Murray Sign Painter Charles Rains
lettering the schedule for the Murray State University Football Season on the sign in front of Roy
Stewart Stadium. Rains has been
a sign painter for 50 years.
Births reported include a girl
to David and Jane Eberle and a
boy to Ralph and Brenda Janes,
July 16.

30 years ago
Preliminary plans for a $2.9 million expansion project at MurrayCalloway County Hospital were
approved by the hospital's board
of commissioners at its meeting.
Published is a picture of Randall Winchester and Cheryl Burkeen, delegates to the Kentucky
Youth Seminar at Lexington, speak-

ing at a meeting of the Murray
Quota Club.
Winners in the Jersey Cattle
Show at Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair were Kathy Stubblefield of Murray, reserve grand
champion, and Greenland Farms
of Hopkinsvilk with both grand
and junior champions.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jerry
Franklin, June 25; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Lamb, July 6;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Thomas, July 7.
40 years ago
Margaret Ruth Crider, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Crider
of Murray, is serving as a summer missionary in Hawaii as a
representative of the Baptist Student Union at Murray State College.
The Rev. T.A. Shirley will be
the evangelist at the revival meeting to be held at Locust Grove
Church of Nazarene near Kirksey
July 23 to Aug. 1.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Paschall and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lee
Steele.
50 years ago
Representing Calloway County at the annual meeting of Tennessee Valley Authority of Test
Demonstration Farm Families at
Muscle Shoals, Ala., on July 21
will be Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers, Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Grogan
and Mr. and Mrs. John Cunningham. Also attending will be C.O.
Bondurant, associate agent of farm
management for Calloway County.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fairchild,
July 5.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, July 19, the
200th day of 2005. There are 165
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 19, 1985, Chnsta McAuliffe of New Hampshire was chosen to be the first schoolteacher to
ride aboard the space shuttle.(McAuliffe and six other crew members
died when Challenger exploded
shortly after lift-off the following
January.)
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On this date:
In 1553, 15-year-old Lady Jane
Grey was deposed as Queen of
England after claiming the crown
for nine days. King Henry VIII's
daughter Mary was proclaimed
Queen.
In 1848, a pioneer women's
rights convention convened in Seneca
Falls, N.Y.
In 1941, British Prime Minister
Winston Churchill launched his "V
for Victory" campaign in Europe.

DEAR ABBY: I rarely disagree with you, but after seeing the letter about a woman
in a wheelchair cutting into
line and "demanding access"
to a handicapped restroom stall.
I had to
write.
•
Because
of post-polio
syndrome. I
must use a
wheelchair
outside my
if
home
walking
Dear Abby even a moddiserate
lance. To my
By Abigail
knowledge,
Van Buren
wheelchair
users have the same bladder
control as anyone else and
require no special treatment.
Unfortunately, some wheelchair
users abuse their obvious physical problems and, at times,
become tyrants. However, most
of us want to be treated exactly like everyone else unless
there's sonic kind of barrier such
as a door that's difficult to
open. Otherwise, we do not
want special treatment. -ABBY FAN, JAMESTOWN,
N.Y.
DEAR FAN: Other readers
echoed your sentiments, and
some pointed out that there
are people with "hidden" disabilities such as irritable bowel
syndrome or incontinence. They
felt, as you do, that the woman
in the wheelchair was out of

In 1969, Apollo 11 and its astronauts, Neil Armstrong, Edwin "Buzz"
Aldrin and Michael Collins, went
into orbit around the moon.
In 1984, U.S. Rep. Geraldine
A. Ferraro, D-N.Y., won the Democratic nomination for vice president
by acclamation at the party's convention in San Francisco.
Ten years ago: President Clinton firmly rejected calls for dismantling affirmative action programs.
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line (forgive the pun) for being
DEAR DR. G'01-r: I am "neuropathy" and said
demanding.
years old. For the past few nothing can be done about
73
Read on:
I have suffered from I know of other patients
years,
DEAR ABBY: The Amerthat fre- the same condition. What
icans With Disabilities Act nightly leg cramps
I do?
quently
affords persons with disabiliDEAR READER:The t
awaken use
better"
not
but
ties "equal,
at the "neuropathy" means that ceti
and,
access to public services and
very least, tam n nerves in your body a/
programs. While it may be
disturb my malfunctioning, especially those
"nice" that an able-bodied persleep. My in your feet. This condition
son allows someone in a wheeldoctor has often a complication of diai
chair to have first access to
advised me betes and circulatory disorders:
the large stall, legally a perto take a I am not aware that chemothes!
son in a wheelchair has to
quinine pill apy (in general)causes neurok
wait just like everyone else. bedtime; thy. However, I am sure yolk
Dr. Gott at
- AMY IN MADISON, WIS.
however, I oncologist is correct in dig
DEAR AMY:Let's use logic
am reluctant diagnosis. Now 1 believe
By
and consider statistical probato do so or she must address the profit'
Dr. Peter Gott
bility. If the bathroom contained
because the lem and offer therapy.
four stalls, and only one was book -Worst Yids, Best Pills"
First of all, you need a co4?
wheelchair-accessible, the odds advises against using quinine. sultation with a neurologisl
of the person in the wheel- What am I to do?
who will verify the diagnos
chair getting to go to the bathDEAR READER: Follow and investigate the cause,
room were not "equal." An able- your physician's advice. Noc- it a vitamin deficiency, diabete
bodied person would have a turnal leg cramps are a com- a circulation problem or oth.
100 percent chance of getting mon annoyance that may cause. If no basis for your
a stall, while the disabled per- progress to dreadful discom- nerve problem can be discovson would have only a 25 per- fort. The cause is unknown. ered, your doctors may have
cent probability (1-in-4). To me, but quinine may prevent the to treat your symptom, not the
that's not "equal access."
cramps from occurring. In 40 disease itself.
DEAR ABBY: I'm disabled years of practice, I've never
Many physicians have had
and can't count the times I've had a patient develop prob- success using a prescripticin
entered public restrooms and lems from one quinine pill at drug called Neurontin in escafound the only occupied stall bedtime. As an alternative, you lating doses. Discuss this option
was the one that's handicapped- might consider drinking a glass with the oncologist. Regardaccessible. Last weekend at of tonic water (which contains less of its cause, your neuropathy can be treated.
the supermarket, the occupant quinine) in the evening.
DEAR DR. GOTT: How
Finally, many of my readwas reading the Sunday paper.
I'd love for anyone who ers have had success with put- can I get a copy of your new
thinks the woman in that let- ting a bar of soap under the book, "Live Longer, Live Better "bullied" her way into line bottom bed sheet next to their ter"?
DEAR READER:The book
to spend one week in a wheel- legs.
DEAR DR.GOTT:In 1995, is available from your local
chair. They'd quickly discover
what a gift their accessibility I underwent surgery and bookstore, on the Web at
grants them on a daily basis. chemotherapy for ovarian can- www.quilldriverbooks.com Of
Perhaps then they'd understand cer. Thank heavens I have been you can call 24 hours a day
the frustration of having only cured, but ever since the chemo, at (800) 605-7176 or by writone stall to use, and having my feet have prickled and ing to Quill Driver Books,
people who don't need it tell burned. Now I feel as though 1254 Commerce Avenue, Suite
101, Sanger, CA 93657.
them they need to wait. -- I'm walking on hot coals.
diagnosed
oncologist
My
ALTAMONTE
IN
ROSE
SPRINGS, FLA.
WAR ROSE: We think
alike.
DEAR ABBY: Last December, I took my very ill, 80year-old mother Christmas North dealer.
heart. East winning dummy's jack
with the queen. In an etTort to stop
shopping. She needed to use
North-South vulnerable.
heart ruffs in dummy, East returned
NORTH
the restroom, but her wheelthe ten of trumps. South took the ace
•8 2
chair wouldn't fit through the
and returned a heart, hoping to negoKJ
door. While Mom was strugtiate a heart ruff in dummy.
CKQ.1963
the king lid& the Sitlk
oto get from her wheelic,
•AJ4.
and led another trump. Sant; had ni5
tAir
WEST
into the stall, a woman
choice but to win with the king and
•I09
•Q.14
in her mid-30s charged in and
attempt to run dummy's diamonds.
TAOS
1,10 9 8 6
pushed her aside. My mom,
:
•7 5 4
But when he played the A-K-Q. dis
•10 2
who couldn't even stand
•Q 10 7 5 2 carding a heart. West ruffed and
•K 8 6 3
cashed the nine of hearts to put tl*
SOUTH
straight, ended up having an
contract down one.
•A K 7 6 5 3
"accident" because of the
The outcome was traceable net
V 74 3 2
woman's aggressive rudeness.
only to East's defense, which was
•A 8
There's no doubt at all that
well-conceived, but also to South's
+9
mismanagement of his trumps. He
she saw my mother struggling. The bidding:
should have realized, at trick two. the
West
South
East
North
Mom rarely goes anywhere
futility of trying to ruff a heart in
Pass
I•
•
Pass
now; she is in hospice. But 21•
Pass
dummy. It was clear that East was
3•
Pass
I'll never forget the incident. 4•
determined to prevent this. To win
the trump return and play a heart was
There's something seriously
Opening lead -- ten of hearts.
The great advantage of playing a an idle gesture.
wrong with a nation that fails
Instead, South should have
hand in a suit contract, rather than
to honor and respect their eldnotrump, is that the opponents can't ducked the ten of spades. Had he
erly. Who would do something
run off a long suit. Declarer can ruff done this, he would have coasted
like that to someone who is
in one hand or the other and put a home. If East played another trump.
old and disabled -- even if halt to the procession of winners. But South would cash the A-K, run the
ads antage can sometimes be lost diamonds and finish with 11 tricks.
they do "gotta go right now"? this
The best East could do if South
if declarer mismanages his trump
Thanks for letting me vent! ducked the first spade would he to
suit.
- VICKI IN ROCKFORD,ILL.
Consider this case where South cash the ace of hearts to hold declarer
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PBS series 'American
Masters'salutes Newhart
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Bob
Newhall responds with customary modesty when asked about
his selection as a subject for the
PBS series "American Masters":
"I don't think of myself as an
American Master. I've just been
making a living. I just thought
that (my career) would end in
five years."
But his popularity didn't end
after his smash 1960 comedy
Button-Down
album, "The
Mind of Bob Newhart." The collection of his monologues, such
as "Abe Lincoln vs. Madison
Avenue" and "The Nude Police
Line-Up," made him a hot ticket
on TV variety shows, in nightclubs and theaters. Then came
two hit TV series. Not bad for a
guy who used to be an accountant.
"American Masters," which
airs 9 p.m. EDT Wednesday,
traces Newhart's life and career
with clips from his TV series
and concert appearances plus
comments by his fellow comedians and Newhart himself.
Bob and Virginia Newhart
live alone in a chateau deep in
plush Bel-Air. Their two sons
and two daughters have married
and flown the nest and they now
have six grandchildren.
The surroundings may be
pretentious, but the lord of the
manor is not. He strides into the
interview wearing a white golf
shirt, neatjeans and spotless tennis shoes. He's 75 but you'd
scarcely know it.
The Newhart saga began in
his native Chicago, where he
had moved from accounting to
writing ad copy. A fan of the
Bob and Ray comedy team on
radio, he collaborated with a
friend, Ed Gallagher, on comedy
scenes they recorded and sent to
radio stations. No sale.
Gallagher moved to New
York, and Newhart continued
solo. Warner Bros. Records
"Button-Down
his
bought
Mind" album and it zoomed to
No.1 on the charts and won
Grammys, including
three
album of the year.
"There really was a sea
change in comedy around the
late 1950s and early '60s."
Newhart remembers. "Shelley
Berman, Mike (Nichols) and
Elaine (May), Jonathan Winters,
Lenny Bruce — it was a departure from what had gone before.
There had been 'Take my wife
please'— little vignettes like
Henny Youngman's.
"We didn't all get together
and say, 'We've got to change
the face of comedy.' It was just
our way of doing it. We also
have to give credit to our audience. You could speak to them
on a level and they would know
what you're talking about."
to
moved
Newhart
Hollywood in 1961 and starred
in a TV variety show. "We got
an Emmy, a Peabody and a pink
slip from NBC, all in one season," he says with a rueful
smile.
He waited until 1972 before
embarking on CBS' 'The Bob
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AP Photo
Comedian and actor Bob Newhart poses for a portrait in
Beverly Hills, Calif. The PBS "American Masters" series
celebrates Newhart's career as writer, stand-up comedian

entertainer with vintage performance clips and interviews from fellow comedians in "Bob Newhart:
Unbuttoned," on Wednesday night.
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Newhart Show," which became
a classic sitcom in its six-season
run. Another CBS sitcom,
"Newhart," began in '82 and
lasted eight years. A third series,
1992's "Bob," failed in one season.
Newhart remembers when he
soured on TV series: "I was
alone on the set and having
lunch; everyone else had gone
out to lunch. I said to myself,
'Are you trying to die on a
sound stage? Is that your grand
plan. that you would drop dead
on a sound stage?"
Even though he left the series
grind behind, he's far from
retired. He still manages about
35 appearances per year with his
monologues and has played
roles in the movies "In & Out,"
"Legally Blonde 2: Red. White
& Blonde- and "Elf."
On television, he was impressive in a dramatic role as a suicidal widower on "ER" and on
TNT's movie "The Librarian:
Quest for the Spear." But his
most notable recent TV appearances came on two episodes of
last season's hit "Desperate
the
playing
Housewives,"
estranged boyfriend of Leslie
Ann Warren. He chuckles about
the character Morty.
"It's really something I
haven't played before." he says.
"It's not Bob Hartley (of 'The

Madonna is
now lady of
the manor
YORK (AP) —
NEW
Madonna isn't the person she
once was — and that's the way
she wants it.
These days, the former
Material Girl spends more time
with her two children than she
does performing. She collects
art instead of boyfriends, and
she's traded in her leather and
lace undergarments for more
demure outfits.
In the August issue of Vogue
magazine, Madonna is featured
in a lengthy interview and a
photo spread at the English
country estate she shares with
her children, 8-year-old Lourdes
(Lola) and 4-year-old Rocco,
and her director-husband, Guy
Ritchie ("Lock, Stock and Two
Smoking Barrels").
singerThe 46-year-old
actress says she's different from
the sexed-up star featured in
1991's "Madonna: Truth or
Dare." In some ways, that film is
hard for her to watch, she tells
Vogue.
"I was a very selfish person.
You go through periods of your
life where the world does
revolve around you, but you
can't live your whole life that
way," she is quoted as saying.

Bob Newhart Show'). It's not
Dick Loudon (of 'Newhart').
It's a recurring role but I don't
know how many I'll do next
year. maybe two or six. If they
want me I'll be there."
Newhart certainly has other
activities to'keep him occupied.
He has released a DVD of the
first season of "The Bob
Newhart Show" and will soon
have another of the second season. Four more will follow. He's
called
DVD
a
preparing
"Standup," which will include
the cream of his soliloquies.
And he's finally writing his
autobiography.
"I had hemmed and hawed
for years." he says,"and I finally decided this year I gotta do it.
I signed a piece of paper (with
Hyperion). That's what I had to
do. I know me. I'd still be on
Page One if I hadn't signed that
piece of paper."
The interview over, Bob
escorts the visitor to the expansive courtyard out front. He
reminisces about when he was a
soldier during the Korean War
stationed at a Central California
camp. He and two buddies drove
to L.A. on weekend passes.
"We would drive west on
Sunset Boulevard and look at all
the big houses and wonder who
was living there." he reflects.
"Now I'm in one of them."
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